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n what many are calling a turning point in the war in Yemen,
forces loyal to president-inexile Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi
and backed by a Saudi-led Arab
coalition retook the strategic Al-Anad airbase, north of Aden.
Anti-Houthi forces took control
of the base and also captured ten
southern villages, including the provincial capital of Huta, from Iranianbacked Houthi rebels. Anti-Houthi
forces are working to secure the port
city of Aden by retaking areas in Lahej and Abyan provinces.
According to reports, fighting
erupted in Zinjibar, the capital of
Abyan, which is under rebel control, and in the southern town
of Loder. A spokesman for proHadi forces said August 5th that
"the liberation of Zinjibar is now
close".
The reversal of fortunes for the
Houthi rebels came as a result of a
military drive prepared and funded

by Gulf states, which trained and
supplied Yemeni recruits especially
for the task. Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, including Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, have deployed special forces
and backed the campaign with hundreds of air strikes, which resulted
in the capturing of Aden in July.
In a televised address after losing
Aden, Houthi leader Abdelmalik alHouthi said a political settlement
with the UN-recognised Yemeni
government was still possible, describing the loss of Aden as a "limited" setback brought on by Ramadan.
"We would welcome any [mediation] effort by a neutral party, Arab
or international," al-Houthi said.
A military source in Sana'a told
pro-Saudi newspaper, Asharq AlAwsat, that members of the Republican Guards loyal to former president
Ali Abdullah Saleh are defecting, allegedly refusing to take orders from
Houthi commanders. The newspaper reported dissent within the
ranks between Saleh and the Houthis regarding who has jurisdiction
in parts of the country under their
control.

In a related development, ground
troops from the United Arab Emirates joined anti-Houthi fighters, according to Yemeni and US officials.
The Emirati military brigade landed
in Aden on August 3rd, according
to a report in the New York Times.
However, a BBC report said the Emirati military presence was in an advisory capacity only.

The reversal of
fortunes for the
Houthi rebels
came as a result
of a military drive
prepared and funded
by Gulf states
After the failure of the UN-sponsored peace talks in June, UN envoy
Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed, on a visit to Cairo, met with representatives
of the General People's Congress
(GPC) party, which supports Saleh,
and Arab League Secretary-General
Nabil Elaraby. Ould Cheikh Ahmed

Suicide bomb hits Saudi mosque, 15 killed
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

suicide bomber attacked a mosque in the
south-western city Saudi Arabian city of Abha
on August 6th, killing
at least 15 people, according to the
Saudi Interior Ministry.
The attack, targeting a mosque
used by members of the kingdom’s
security forces, is the third suicide
bombing of a mosque in Saudi Arabia since May.
The mosque in Abha was part of
the local headquarters of a state security unit called the Special Emergency Force, an Interior Ministry
spokesman said. Of those killed,
12 were members of the force and
three were workers in the compound. They were praying when
the bomber struck, he said. Nine
others were wounded.
The spokesman said “body parts
found at the scene” indicated the
use of an explosive vest.
There was no immediate claim

of responsibility but the world’s
top oil producer has been on alert
for attacks by the Islamic State
(ISIS), which has been blamed for
killing policemen and members of
Saudi Arabia’s minority Shia community.

Many say that
Riyadh is seeking
to establish a
broad-based
Sunni regional
coalition
Saudi Arabia is also the leading
member an Arab coalition targeting Iranian-backed Houthi rebels
in neighbouring Yemen, not far
from Abha. Houthi rebels have
carried out a number of crossborder attacks against military
targets.
ISIS claimed responsibility for
the two previous suicide attacks
on Shia mosques in eastern Saudi
Arabia. An attack on the Ali Ibn Abi

Taleb mosque in Qatif on May 22nd
killed 21 people and another on the
Imam Hussein mosque in Dammam a week later left four people
dead.
A much higher toll was avoided
in the second blast because two civilian guards prevented the bomber from entering the mosque.
In November 2014, a gunman
opened fire at a mosque in the
eastern Saudi village of al-Ahsa,
killing eight.
Saudi authorities warned ISIS
was trying to incite sectarian conflict and have arrested 431 people
as part of a major crackdown on
ISIS-linked cells. It is not known
whether the latest attack, this time
targeting police, was in response to
the crackdown.
An ISIS-affiliated group calling
itself Najd Province, named after
the region around Riyadh, claimed
those attacks as well as a suicide
bombing that killed 26 people at a
Shia mosque in Kuwait in June.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in
London.

now reportedly believes that both
sides of the conflict are more open
to a peaceful resolution.
"He feels his plan is gaining more
and more acceptance among the
parties. Riyadh has indicated a positive reaction towards the plan, the
GPC is considering it positively," UN
spokesman Ahmad Fawzi said.
Fawzi said Ould Cheikh Ahmed
would go to Oman, where he has
previously met with Houthi representatives, and to Riyadh, home
to Hadi's government in exile, and
then to New York to brief the UN Security Council.
Doctors without Borders, meanwhile, said the strain on the Yemeni health care system meant it was
"nearing collapse". Shortages of
medicine, food, health workers and
a lack of transport contribute greatly
to the strife of the Yemeni people.
Sources from the exiled government
said aid ships are required to dock at
Aden, in an attempt to promote the
importation of much needed humanitarian supplies.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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New Suez Canal
helps Egypt sail to
new waters
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt inaugurated a new
waterway alongside the
Suez Canal in a bid to
shorten the time it takes
for ships to pass through
the channel, one of the most important routes for international
trade, and attempt to generate
more funds from an increase in traffic.
Work on the parallel waterway
started a year ago, with thousands
working day and night to finalise
the project.
The
new
39-kilometre-long
channel, which will allow two-way
traffic and reduce transit times
along the Suez Canal, will strengthen Egypt’s finances by boosting the
income generated by the waterway, experts said.

Sisi wants to turn the
190 kilometres of
empty land on the
banks of the canal
into an international
service and industry
hub
“By shortening transit time,
the project will help international
manufacturers and exporters save
hundreds of millions of dollars
every year,” said Mukhtar al-Sherif,
an economics professor at Al-Azhar
University. “This will boost Egypt’s
standing as an indispensable play-

er as far as the movement of goods
is concerned.”
The new waterway is expected to
increase the number of container
ships and tankers crossing the Suez
Canal from about 49 to nearly 100
per day by 2023, raising revenues
from the canal from $5.3 billion to
$13.2 billion a year.
But it is not the canal or the transit fees that Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s government
is keeping an eye on. Sisi wants to
turn the 190 kilometres of empty
land on the banks of the canal into
an international service and industry hub.
Projects planned within the area
include logistical services, ship
maintenance, shipbuilding and
hundreds of factories, which will
create thousands of jobs.
International leaders including
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
French President François Hollande, British Prime Minister David
Cameron, Italian Prime Minister
Matteo Renzi and Saudi Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz are among the
guests invited to attend the August
6th inauguration.
The canal project is part of efforts
by the president to boost Egypt’s
economy which has been badly hit
by ongoing instability following
the overthrow of long-time dictator Hosni Mubarak and his successor, Islamist president Muhammad
Morsi who was ousted from power
in July 2013 by then army chief Sisi
following huge public demonstrations.
Many foreign governments severed or considered cutting rela-

A cargo ship is seen crossing through the New Suez Canal.
tions with Egypt, the United States
withheld part of its military aid to
the country and the African Union
froze its membership.
But two years later, with the
threat of Islamic extremism rising in Syria and in Egypt’s own Sinai peninsula, Sisi’s international
standing has improved. US Secretary of State John Kerry said on a
visit to Cairo on August 2nd that
Egypt and the United States were
returning to a “stronger base” in bilateral ties. He has also praised the
Suez Canal project. With foreign
investment hard to come by, Sisi’s

government issued state bonds to
finance the $8 billion needed for
the new waterway. Sisi is expected
to try to employ the same method
to fund other major infrastructure
projects.
The Egyptian president has a
lengthy list of projects planned,
from a new administrative capital, expected to cost $40 billion,
to massive solar energy farms he
wants built in the western desert
and the hundreds of thousands of
acres of desert he wants to reclaim.
But economists say Sisi will not
find it as easy to persuade Egyp-

tians to invest in many of the
projects due to uncertainty over
returns. “It will all depend on the
return from the new projects,” economics Professor Yumn al-Hamaqi
said. “Egyptians invested their
money in the Suez Canal project
because they knew that the project
will be a success.”
Other economists say, however,
that Egypt’s banks, which have total deposits of $1.7 billion, can fund
any new projects.
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Egypt, Saudi Arabia signal desire for stronger ties
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt and Saudi Arabia
have signalled their desire
to forge stronger ties in
the economic and cultural
fields, vowing to stay close
together in the coming days.
The countries have specified economic, political and cultural fields
as areas for cooperation but they
also expressed, in what they called
the “Cairo Declaration”, their determination to move ahead with the
formation of the joint Arab military
force and the demarcation of maritime borders.
The declaration was announced
July 30th during a visit to Egypt by a
high-level Saudi delegation headed
by Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz, the deputy crown prince
and defence minister of Saudi Arabia.
The declaration comes after media reports about tensions between
Egypt, the most populous Arab
state, and Saudi Arabia, the site of
Islam’s holiest sites in Mecca and
Medina.
Relations with the Palestinian
movement Hamas, which rules the
Gaza Strip, and the situation in Syria
and Yemen are said to be sticky issues in relations between the two
Arab and Muslim poles.
Nevertheless, Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi was keen to refute the media reports during a military graduation ceremony attended
by Prince Mohammed, saying Egypt
and Saudi Arabia were the two pillars of Arab national security.
“This is a message to all Arabs:
You will always see us together,”
Sisi said.
But, away from the truncated re-

marks made about the declaration
by reticent politicians on both sides,
this declaration marks a shift in Saudi attitudes, not towards the oil-rich
country’s economic cooperation
with Egypt (Saudi Arabia invests
$23 billion in Egypt anyway and its
trade exchange with the North African country totalled $31.3 billion in
2014), but towards the joint military
force itself.
“Saudi Arabia was not very enthusiastic for this force when it was first
proposed,” Egyptian political analyst Samir Ghattas said. “Now, this
attitude seems to have changed.”
This lack of enthusiasm for the
force, which has been advocated
by Sisi since he became president
in 2014, reverberated not only in
Riyadh but in all other Gulf capitals.
Gulf opinion makers said that
they were in no need for a new joint
military force since they have what
is called the Shield of the Peninsula,

a military force founded in 1982 to
defend the security of Gulf states.
Other Arab states, such as Algeria
and Tunisia, were not enthusiastic about the force either. Changes,
however, in the region, including
Iranian actions, seem to lead to a
change in attitudes, analysts say.

New realities in the
region made it
necessary for Saudi
Arabia to go for a
deterrent Arab force
Iran has emerged as an internationally recognised regional player
since it signed a deal with Western
powers over its nuclear programme.
An emboldened Iran made it necessary for Saudi Arabia to seek alliances with other Sunni powers to counter the perceived Iranian threat.
“New realities in the region made

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) speaking with Saudi
deputy Crown Prince and Minister of Defence Mohammed bin
Salman bin Abdul-Aziz during a military academy graduation
ceremony in Cairo, on July 30, 2015.

it necessary for Saudi Arabia to go
for a deterrent Arab force capable of
countering Iran’s growing power,”
Ghattas said.
The chiefs of staff of Arab armies
held meetings in Cairo on the force,
and, in May, they agreed on mechanisms for the formation of the force.
The force is expected to include
rapid intervention troops who will
have a general commander along
with field commanders in each
troubled Arab country. Means of financing the force, its location and
the nature of its armament are unclear.
Nevertheless, some analysts, including political science Professor
Hassan Nafaa, say the force is a farfetched dream that will never materialise. “There are many hindrances
on the road to forming the force,”
Nafaa said. “Saudi Arabia will want
the force to serve its own political
vision, the thing Egypt will surely
refuse.”
Although there is an apparent political rapport between Cairo and Riyadh, there are also many differences between the two Arab capitals.
Egypt and Saudi Arabia do not
seem to be sharing the same vision
on the situations in Syria and Yemen, where a Saudi-led coalition has
been launching air strikes against
the Shia Houthi group that has overrun much of the country.
Egypt also does not seem to be
sharing Saudi Arabia’s enmity for
Syrian President Bashar Assad and
has more than once underlined the
importance of protecting Syria’s
army and national security.
Egypt also says that the conflict in
Yemen can be resolved through political, not military means, opening
channels of dialogue with Yemen’s
political rivals, including the Houthi
group.
Cairo also looks at Hamas with

scepticism, accusing its military
wing of being involved in fanning
violence in the Sinai peninsula,
while Saudi Arabia says Hamas can
be part of its aspired Sunni coalition
against Iran.
This is why Noha Bakr, a political science professor, says the July
30th declaration does not mean that
Egypt and Saudi Arabia are in total
agreement.
“Each of the two countries will
act within the limits of its own national interests,” Bakr said. “Both
of them will also act in a way that
boosts Arab national security at the
end of the day.”

There are also many
differences between
the two Arab capitals
Whether Cairo succeeds in convincing Riyadh of its point of view
on means of resolving the conflicts
in Syria and Yemen remains to be
seen.
Nevertheless, closer ties between
Egypt and Saudi Arabia will be
manna from heaven for the former
in economic terms. Although Saudi
Arabia is the largest Arab investor
in Egypt, more Saudi investments
mean additional badly needed jobs
for Egyptians and a better situation
for Egypt’s struggling economy.
The countries plan to launch a
project for electrical power connection, something tantamount to
a lifeboat for Egypt’s government,
which struggles to bridge a gap between electricity consumption and
production.
They also plan to establish a
bridge over the Red Sea connecting
western Saudi Arabia with eastern
Egypt. The bridge is expected to
boost trade and movement between
the two countries.
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Kerry strives to bolster relations with Egypt, GCC
Mark Habeeb

Washington

U

S Secretary of State
John Kerry’s quick but
critical visit to Cairo and
Doha signalled President Barack Obama administration’s desire to create new
security architecture in the Middle
East in the wake of the Iran nuclear
agreement.
First stop: Cairo, where Kerry
and Egyptian Foreign Minister
Sameh Shoukry had the first USEgypt “strategic dialogue” since
2009. After allowing the relationship to fray following the removal
of Muhammad Morsi as Egypt’s
president, the Obama administration effectively returned to the
default policy the United States
pursued prior to the overthrow
of Hosni Mubarak: Acknowledge
Egypt’s strategic importance while
simultaneously voicing concern
over human rights issues.
The hold on US military aid was
lifted earlier in 2015, the F-16s
have been delivered and Kerry
announced that the Bright Star
joint military exercises would resume. At a news conference, Kerry
warned that excessive use of force
in the struggle against terrorism could backfire and cautiously
urged respect for human rights, but
Shoukry was unmoved.
On to Doha, where the goal was
to secure the blessings of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) on the
nuclear agreement with Iran. Kerry
offered a bargain: Publicly support the agreement (which, in any
event, you cannot undo), and we
will expedite arms transfers, intensify intelligence cooperation and
counterterrorism training and start
discussions over a missile defence
system.
The GCC countries went through
the motions of publicly blessing
Kerry’s bargain but Qatari Foreign
Minister Khalid al-Attiyah’s words
were less than enthusiastic. “This
was the best option among other
options,” he said at a news conference with Kerry. In the appearance,
Kerry made a point of acknowledging Iran’s “destabilising” actions
in the region and reiterated that
the nuclear deal will not prevent
the United States from working to

Russia's Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov (L), US Secretary of State John Kerry (C) and Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir, on August 3rd
in Doha.
thwart Iran’s bad behaviour.
No one really believes that the
GCC states are happy with the Iran
deal but they know that they must
live with it at least until the end of
Obama’s term in office, so why not
use the occasion to secure closer
military ties with Washington? In
any event, the GCC’s unsolicited
“ally”, Israel’s Binyamin Netanyahu, is doing the dirty work for them

by throwing daily temper tantrums
about the agreement and unleashing the pro-Israel lobby in Washington to try to stop it.
While in Doha, Kerry had a private meeting with Saudi Foreign
Minister Adel al-Jubeir and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov. Sources tell The Arab Weekly
that Lavrov proposed that the battle against the Islamic State (ISIS),

and not Iran or the Assad regime in
Syria, should be the priority. Kerry
and Jubeir reportedly demurred,
as one would expect. Lavrov’s proposal suggests that Moscow is not
eager to help orchestrate a political
solution in Syria.
So Kerry must have felt satisfied
as he headed back to Washington
to prepare for a trip to Cuba. He assured Egypt that everything is back

to the pre-“Arab spring” normal
and he got the GCC leaders to offer
public support for an agreement
they privately oppose. Not bad for
a guy on crutches.
Mark Habeeb is East-West section
editor for The Arab Weekly and
adjunct professor of Global Politics
and Security at Georgetown
University in Washington.

Amid regional vigilance, Kuwait breaks up ISIS cell
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

K

uwait’s Interior Ministry
arrested four Kuwaiti nationals for alleged membership in Islamic State
(ISIS) in what it said was
a pre-emptive measure and said a
fifth Kuwaiti had been killed fighting for the extreme Islamist group
in “a terrorist operation” in Iraq.
“The detainees confessed they
had received courses about doctrine of the terrorist organisation,
its deviating thoughts, in addition
to advanced training on using arms
before taking in combat action in
Syria and Iraq,” the ministry said in
a statement.
Among the suspects identified
by authorities was Fahad Hamad,
25, who allegedly had a number of
jihadist books and a black ISIS flag
at home. Also arrested was Mohammad Falah, 25, who, according
to authorities, “facilitated the others’ travel to Iraq to take part in terrorist operations”.
The other suspects — Mohammad Hamad, 29; and Faleh Nasser,
34 — were said to have joined the
ISIS in Mosul, Iraq. The Kuwaiti
ISIS member who was killed in
Iraq was identified as 29-year-old
Mubarak Malfi.
None of the individuals ap-

peared to be connected to the June
26th attack on a Shia mosque in
Kuwait in which 26 worshippers
were killed and more than 200
wounded. Kuwaiti officials identified the suicide bomber as Saudi
national Fahad Suleiman Abdulmohsen Al-Gabbaa.
The sectarian-motivated June
bombing led to increased security measures in the Gulf region.
In Kuwait a crackdown by the authorities resulted in the arrest of 26

people suspected of involvement
in the attack on the Imam Al-Sadiq
mosque in Kuwait City. In the first
week of July, Saudi and Kuwaiti
authorities arrested three Saudi
brothers in connection with the attack. The brothers.
who were identified as Majed,
Mohammed and Faisal al-Zahrani,
allegedly drove to Kuwait from
Saudi Arabia a day before the assault, transporting explosive materials in an ice cooler.

Gulf vigilance. Police search men as they arrive for Friday prayers
at a Shia mosque in the village of Diraz west of Manama, July 31,
2015.

The explosives were of the same
variety used in the two suicide
bombings in Saudi Arabia’s Eastern province, which was claimed
by the Saudi branch of ISIS.
Kuwait has one of the largest
Shia communities in the Gulf. Such
communities have been among
the prime targets of ISIS. A week
before the June 26th attacks, the
terrorist group’s chief propagandist, Abu Mohammad al-Adnani,
released an audio message calling
on followers of the group to target
“kuffars (infidels), Crusaders, Shias
and apostates”.
In October 2014, US officials
said Qatar and Kuwait were not
doing enough to stop the funding
of ISIS. David Cohen, US Treasury
undersecretary for terrorism and
financial intelligence, lauded the
cooperation from some Gulf countries, such as Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates, but said that
Qatar and Kuwait were still “permissive jurisdictions for terrorist
financing”.
Two months earlier, the US
Treasury Department designated
three Kuwaiti nationals as terrorism financiers, with two of the
individuals accused of funding
al-Nusra Front in Syria, while the
third individual was accused of
supporting ISIS.
On August 6th, a suicide bomber
blew himself up at a mosque in city
Saudi Arabian city of Abha, killing

at least 15 people. The terrorist
attack, which targeted a mosque
used by members of the kingdom’s
security forces, was the third suicide bombing in Saudi Arabia since
May.
The kingdom has in recent
months cracked down on ISIS
online supporters, according to
a report in the pan-Arab daily AlHayat.

The
sectarian-motivated
June bombing led to
increased security
measures in the Gulf
region
Saudi security authorities have
arrested a number of Twitter users belonging to ISIS, who were,
according to an Interior Ministry
statement, “leading a deceptive
and hostile campaign against all
those who differ with their views
or expose the falsehood of the
principles they embrace”.
These arrests were announced
on the second day of Eid al-Fitr
and included the detention of 431
individuals. Among those arrested
was the man suspected of links
with ISIS who allegedly sent death
threats to Saudi comedian Nasser
al-Qasabi, after he satirised the
terrorist group on a television programme.
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Syrian rebels eye Latakia in new advance
Oubai Shahbandar

Dubai

I

n the countryside of Latakia,
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s home province, two renowned rebel commanders recently posted on social media a
photograph of themselves smiling
next to one of the main roadways.
They have good reason to smile as
the rebel coalition Conquest Army
has made significant gains that put
the roads to Latakia and the strategic coast within striking distance.
Rebels have rapidly swept
through the remaining areas held
by regime and foreign Shia militia
fighters in the southern countryside of Idlib province. They have
also secured a number of villages in
the Al-Ghab plain, which serves as a
key supply route to Latakia.

The rapid advance of
the Conquest Army
for the first time
seriously threatens
the Alawite
heartland
The rebel advances pose a particularly embarrassing turn of events
for Assad and his Iranian military
backers, a day after giving a speech
in which he said his forces had retreated from some areas to consolidate his defences along more
secure lines. It is a position that
has become increasingly difficult to
sell to the Alawite constituency on
which the government heavily depends to man the National Defence
Forces.
The rapid advance of the Conquest Army for the first time se-

riously threatens the Alawite
heartland. Massive amounts of ammunition and arms were captured
as regime forces mounted a hasty
and disorganised retreat.
Closer to Damascus, Lebanese
Hezbollah fighters were confronted
with sturdier resistance than anticipated as they attempted to capture
the mountain town of Zabadani.
This area was particularly of value to the Shia militant group due to
its location along key line of supply and communication linking the
Hezbollah command in Lebanon
with Damascus.
Assad’s forces also attempted
to storm the rebel-held suburb of
Jobar — a few kilometres from the
centre of Damascus — only to be repulsed despite a marked advantage
in airpower and long-range artillery.
Rebels have also faced setbacks,
as a string of suicide attacks — likely attributable to the Islamic State
(ISIS) — was launched against Islamist commanders as they met in
northern Syria.
In northern Aleppo, recent Turkish and coalition air strikes will
ensure that ISIS is no longer positioned to launch surprise assaults
into the flanks of rebel forces as it
did earlier in 2015. And while the
rebel Southern Front failed in its
attempt to storm Deraa city, rebel
commanders remain confident
that a new push will soon cut off
the remaining regime garrison and
eventually clear the town of Assad
militia forces.
ISIS finds itself on the defensive in Aleppo, where its forces are
spread thin and it faces the possibility of a two-front war. Coalition and Turkish military planners
would do well to leverage this newfound momentum and coordinate a
sustained air campaign to pave the

Rebel fighters ride a motorcycle near Al-Shaar bridge, near Hanano barracks in Aleppo, on August 1, 2015.
way for Sunni Arab rebel forces to
push into the “triangle of death” in
eastern Aleppo along the towns of
Al-Bab, Minbej and Jarabulus. Doing so would make it increasingly
difficult for ISIS to defend the approaches to Raqqa from a combined
Arab and Kurdish assault.
Rebel advances have also been
fraught with the question of how
to maintain governance in the areas that are now falling under their
control. In Idlib, the transfer of
power to local civilian councils has
been delayed. New tensions have
flared between Jabhat al-Nusra, the

al-Qaeda branch operating in the
area, and some of the nationalist
rebel brigades — a fissure that could
easily explode into open internecine Sunni conflict.
Reports have surfaced that the
Americans sternly warned the rebels not to make a move against Damascus — fearing that a precipitous
fall of the regime would bring about
further chaos. But it remains unclear if rebels have been similarly
warned from making a concerted
push towards the Mediterranean
coastline.
If they are to sustain their gains,

rebels must improve their capacity
to work with local councils to provide essential services and civilian
governance in areas that have been
liberated. This is much easier said
than done.
Nonetheless, as a fundamental
rule of insurgency, the non-military aspects of warfare — services,
governance, public security — will
prove just as crucial to success for
either side.
Oubai Shahbandar is a former US
Defense Department analyst. He is
a private strategic consultant.

US trying to stay off the slippery slope in Syria

View poi nt

Daniel Serwer

A

lthough Washington
and Ankara agreed
to try to eliminate
Islamic State (ISIS)
fighters from an
important portion of
Turkey’s border with Syria,
extending from Aleppo to the
Euphrates, a White House official
told a closed-door meeting at the
Middle East Institute in Washington that the Obama administration has no intention of creating
protected areas in northern Syria.
They just want to clear the ISIS
from a portion of the Turkish
border.
This makes no sense.
ISIS governs the territory in
question. Something will replace
it if ISIS is “cleared”. The Turks
can be counted on to prevent
Syrian Kurds from filling the
vacuum. Washington and Ankara
should both be worried about who
else might.
The territory in question is
strategically important to ISIS,
the Syrian opposition, the Syrian
Kurds and the Turks. It will have
to be protected and governed.
This is where ISIS has excelled. Its
brutality has re-established fear
in the populations it controls and
enabled it to govern with minimal
resources.
ISIS brooks little dissent.
It is unified, purposeful and
predictable. Its courts are
merciless. Crime in the areas it

A Turkish occupation
of any part of Syria
would rouse nationalist
sentiments to fever pitch

An ISIS flag flies over the custom office of Syria’s Jarabulus border gate as it is pictured
from the Turkish town of Karkamis, in Gaziantep province, Turkey, on August 1, 2015.
controls is down. Many Syrians no
doubt would prefer to avoid the
mistreatment ISIS dishes out but
in a chaotic situation they may
prefer to accept the devil they
know. If ISIS is cleared out, one
possibility is a return to the area of
the Syrian government, whether in
the guise of the decimated Syrian
Army, Alawite/Shia militias or
Hezbollah. From the Turkish point
of view, that would be a disaster as
it would significantly strengthen
Ankara’s arch-enemy Bashar Assad
on its southern border and provide
him with the ability to allow
infiltration of Turkey by both
jihadi and Kurdish terrorists.
Or, more likely, ISIS could return
as soon as American and Turkish
attention turns elsewhere. The
notion that ISIS can be cleared
permanently without somehow

providing minimal state functions
in any area is unconvincing.
Turkey is talking about Syrian
refugees returning to the cleared
area. They won’t do that unless
there is some semblance of law
and order.
The Americans may be leaving
the tasks of holding and building
to the Turks. That makes some
sense because Turkish national
interests are directly engaged. But
a Turkish occupation of any part
of Syria would rouse nationalist
sentiments to fever pitch and risk
unifying Syrians against a Turkish
incursion.
The Turks could try to work
through the moderate Syrian
opposition, which is not strong
in northern Syria and would
need substantial assistance from
Turkey to take over security and

Like it or
not, ISIS is
more like an
insurgency
than
anything
else

governance there. It is not clear
that Ankara is prepared to take on
that role but it may have to do so
if it wants to keep the Kurds, the
Syrian government and ISIS out of
the area.
Withdrawal of ISIS has not
brought peace and tranquillity
to Tikrit, Kobane and other
recovered areas. Like it or not,
ISIS is more like an insurgency
than anything else. Dealing with
it requires the counter-insurgency
not just to clear but also to hold
and build. Neither in Iraq nor in
Syria has this part of the job been
done well.
So why is the Obama
administration leaving this vital
issue of who would govern in a
liberated area of northern Syria
unresolved? It wants to avoid
getting involved in another
state-building effort in the Middle
East, where such attempts have
repeatedly failed.
The impulse is understandable
and US President Barack Obama
has been committed to avoiding
the slippery slope of greater US
involvement in Syria. But Obama
has acknowledged that it was
a mistake to leave Libya to its
own devices after the NATO-led
intervention collapsed the regime
of Muammar Qaddafi. Libya is in
chaos. Breeding in that chaos are
several jihadist groups, including
some that identify with ISIS. It
would be no less a mistake to clear
the Islamic State from a portion
of northern Syria and leave the
governing of liberated territory to
chance.
Daniel Serwer is senior research
professor of conflict management
at The Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International
Studies in Washington. He tweets
at @DanielSerwer and blogs at
www.peacefare.net.
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Iraq in the eye of the gathering storm
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

n the uncertain aftermath of
the Iran nuclear agreement,
what happens next in Iraq will
determine how events in the
Middle East unfold. The betting is that Tehran will use its windfall billions from the lifting of sanctions to build up its growing proxy
army in Iraq to contain the Islamic
State (ISIS) and establish a heavily
pro-Iranian regime in Baghdad to
bolster its widening conflict with
the long-dominant Sunnis for control of the region.
Iran is already the decisive player
in Iraq, Syria and Lebanon, and it
will undoubtedly do all it can to increase its power and influence in a
country – and an old enemy – that
it has long wanted defanged and
safely trussed up within its orbit.
This infuriates and alarms the
Sunni powers, led by Saudi Arabia, Iraq’s southern neighbour, that
have long feared Iranian encroachment and believe that has been
made easier by the July 14th agreement.
Saudi Arabia’s uncharacteristic
military response to what it views
as Iranian encirclement through
Yemen suggests that Riyadh and its
allies can be expected to contemplate boosting armed and financial
support to their proxies in Iraq and
elsewhere. This will only exacerbate the ever-widening sectarian
conflict now sweeping the region.
The Saudis’ offensive campaign
against Yemen’s Houthi rebels and
their allies, the kingdom’s most
sustained military action since its
support for the royalists in Yemen’s
first civil war in the 1960s when the
main enemy was Nasser’s Egypt,
has had a toxic impact on the predominantly Sunni region.

Iran proxies will also
seek to exploit their
prominent war role
to dominate Iraq’s
provincial elections
in 2017
Indeed, Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi condemned the
Saudis’ action and asked rhetorically if Riyadh also had its eye on
Iraq, a development that is not so
far-fetched as it once may have
sounded in a region undergoing tumultuous change.
In Iraq, it is the Iranian-controlled
Shia militias of the Hashd al-Shaabi
– Popular Mobilisation Units, or

PMUs – that have the leading role
in containing ISIS, while Baghdad
seeks to rebuild the dysfunctional
Iraqi Army so humiliated by the jihadists in the Mosul blitzkrieg in
June 2014 to the point that it can’t
mount a credible offensive.
“Control of Iraq is the necessary
condition for Iran projecting force
in the Middle East, whereas lack
of control or, worse, control of Iraq
by another outside power, would
constitute a direct threat,” the US
global security consultancy Stratfor
observed.

The betting is that
Tehran will use its
windfall billions
from the lifting of
sanctions to build up
its growing proxy
army in Iraq
It went on to conclude that “the
conflict in Iraq and, to a less extent,
in Syria will be the central issues
that define the region. Iran will
seek to empower its Shia allies in
Iraq, and its ability to meaningfully
project influence beyond proxies in
the region will depend on its success.
“The Saudis and Egyptians will
empower Iraqi Sunnis in the region
to counter Iran’s allies. They may
also flirt with increasing support to
Kurdish factions, in part to provide
an Arab counterweight to Iran’s
relatively close ties with Kurdish
groups.”
Michael Knights, a seasoned Iraq
expert with the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, observed
that Baghdad “stands at a political
threshold, its army weakened and
reliant on the PMUs that are deeply
distrusted by the Sunni tribes.
Boosting funds to the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC)
after the nuclear agreement is likely
to “trigger an unprecedented intensification of influence-buying in
Iraq”, he said.
This would be done through the
vast network of agents and sympathizers covertly built up over the
last two decades by such far-seeing
Iranian leaders as Major-General
Qassem Soleimani, commander of
the IRGC’s elite al-Quds Force, the
Guards’ foreign operations wing.
“Iran proxies will also seek to
exploit their prominent war role
to dominate Iraq’s provincial elections in 2017 and parliamentary
election in 2018,” Knights noted.
“If successful, they could overturn
the political order, surpassing Shia
moderates and technocrats such as

A boost to proxies. Iraqi supporters of Hezbollah.
Prime Minister al-Abadi.”
Knights observed that in the 2010
parliamentary polls, US Vice-President Joe Biden, who has had special
responsibility for Iraq in the Obama
administration, estimated that
Tehran shelled out $100 million to
bolster its allies in Iraq – and that
was when sanctions were in place.
“An infusion of cash into Iran’s
influence-building efforts – includ-

ing subsidised electricity to Iraq
border provinces, influence-peddling among Shia bureaucrats and
leaders, and pilgrimage-related investments – could be the nail in the
coffin for moderates seeking to retain Iraq’s strategic independence
in the face of already-severe Iranian
pressure,” Knights said.
“It was Iran alone that successfully exploited Iraq’s deepening

cleavages and was both willing and
capable of playing the long game,”
observed Muath al Wari, a Middle
East analyst based in Washington.
“And to the victor, naturally go the
spoils.”
Ed Blanche is the Analysis section
editor of The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Middle Eastern affairs
since 1967 and lives in Beirut.

Iraq takes delivery of F-16 fighter jets from US
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

I

raq received four F-16 fighter
jets from the United States in
July and immediately put them
to service as part of a US-led air
campaign to rid the country and
neighbouring Syria of the Islamic
State (ISIS) militants.
Iraqi lawmaker Salim Shawki said
the aeroplanes, part of a deal that
involves 36 aircraft but had been delayed for several years, will bolster
Iraqi air defences and allow Iraq to
be involved in US-led aerial attacks
on ISIS strongholds.
“Iraqi jets are now flying sorties
for the first time as part of the international coalition against Daesh,”
Shawki told The Arab Weekly, using
the Arabic acronym for ISIS.
“Our air defences will be bolstered
when all the aircraft arrive in Iraq.”
Brett McGurk, the deputy special
presidential envoy to the coalition
against ISIS, confirmed the delivery
on Twitter, writing July 13th, “After
years of preparation and training in

the US, Iraqi pilots today landed the
first squadron of Iraqi F-16s in Iraq.”
That day Iraq’s television showed
footage of Iraqi pilots landing the
planes at Joint Base Balad, about 80
kilometres north of Baghdad.
Iraq ordered 36 of the fighter aircraft, each valued at $65 million, but
deliveries were delayed because of
what Washington described as security concerns that ISIS could overrun Balad and capture the advanced
fighter aircraft.
However, Iraqi lawmakers accused Washington of deliberately
withholding the deliveries, which
were to start right away, and be completed within two years, after the
deal was brokered in 2009. Consequently, the Iraqi government began
to shop around for advanced assault
aircraft from Russia, China and Iran.
Hakem Zamli, a lawmaker who
presides over parliament’s Security
and Defence Committee, rebuked
the United States.“First, the delivery
was supposed to take place by 2011,
then it was delayed until 2013 and
then to 2014 and eventually 2015,”
Zamli said, describing the delay as a
“violation of the terms of the deal”.

Despite Iraqi threats to suspend
the deal with the United States, its
military favoured the American
F-16s instead of the Russian and
French fighters that made up the
Iraqi Air Force under Saddam Hussein.
From 2008 Iraq had aimed to
spend more than $10 billion on

advanced
armoured
vehicles,
strengthening its military supply
chain, building bases and infrastructure for its army and purchasing advanced scout helicopters. However,
budget shortfalls have stretched out
those buys.
Iraq is keen to obtain the armed
scout helicopters, which would be a

An Iraqi airman poses next to one of new US-made F-16 fighter
jets during the delivery ceremony at Joint Base Balad, north of
Baghdad.

significant step because its air force,
which was once one of the strongest in the region, has been reduced
to a few dozen aeroplanes and helicopters, with no front-line fighters
or attack helicopters with precision
munitions.
US State Department spokesman
John Kirby said the United States
would help the Iraqi government
keep the F-16s out of ISIS’s hands.
“Of course we’re concerned about
the security situation on the ground,
and not just with respect to aircraft,
but any other equipment that could
be damaged,” he said in a mid-July
briefing.
“F-16 jets are a little bit different,”
Kirby added, noting that ISIS “has
no air force and has no capability
or ability to fly advanced fighter aircraft”.
He dismissed the suggestion that
the advanced jets could be used
against other groups, a point about
which Iraq’s Kurdish population had
voiced concern.
Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used for
safety reasons, is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Iraq.
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MENA needs a better
business environment

T

he results contained in the first Middle East and North
Africa Enterprise Survey (http://ebrd-beeps.com/reports/
semed_es_report/) are quite instructive. The survey was
conducted in Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and Jordan from
2013-15 by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD), the World Bank Group and the
European Investment Bank.

It identifies key challenges to private sector growth in the four
countries surveyed based on the views of business managers in each
country.
The three top obstacles that business leaders mention are political
instability, corruption and the impact of the informal sector. All three
obstacles are interrelated.
Businesses in Tunisia and Egypt, in particular, point to the damaging
effects of political instability. Both countries have suffered from
post-“Arab spring” turbulence and serious security problems and must
counter the continuing terror threats. Jordan and, to a certain extent,
Morocco also must deal with regional instability as they try to manage
their economies.
Corruption is the second most serious obstacle cited by business
leaders. They find themselves confronted with the problem almost
every day, whether they seek to be connected to electricity or apply for
an import or operating licence.
Then there is “the informal sector”, which represents 30-70% of
economic activity in the Arab world and too often means tax evasion
and neglect of worker protection laws. The sector unfairly competes
with legitimate businesses that try to play by the rules and deprives the
state of tax revenues.
Furthermore, the informal economy serves as a cover for money
laundering and the financing of terrorism.
The problem of youth unemployment clearly has an effect on political
instability, and unemployed youth are far more likely to be attracted to
extremist groups. Youth unemployment remains higher in the MENA
region than any other part of the world. It is estimated at about 28% in
the Middle East and 30% in the Maghreb. In the four countries cited by
the survey, youth unemployment percentages are 18.5% in Morocco,
31.2% in Tunisia, 38.9% in Egypt and 33.7% in Jordan.
In addition to addressing corruption and the informal economy, the
survey results point to the need for many other socio-economic reforms
without which the growth of the private sector and overall economic
recovery will not take place. Sound social policies are needed to tackle
the problems of poverty and marginalisation and introduce crucial
reforms in the educational sector.
The employment of young university graduates requires value-added
jobs that the precarious environment of the informal economy cannot
provide. The already-bloated public sector cannot absorb more unemployed youth. A reinvigorated private sector can help create the needed
jobs.
An urgent task for the region’s governments is to reduce the bureaucratic red tape that breeds the conditions for corruption and encourages
young job seekers to engage in informal economic activity.
A better business environment in MENA will not come about however
by passing a few business-friendly laws here and there. It will require
major initiatives that address problems that have plagued economic
production for decades. It is a generational project and it is well past
time to start implementing it.
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No respite for Syrians
and Kurds

I

f one plays devil’s advocate,
one can find just as many
reasons sustaining a counterargument, that along with
the deal signed between the
P5+1 regarding Iran’s nuclear
aspirations in return for the West
Claude Salhani
lifting sanctions on Iran, both
Washington and Tehran made
concessions. Washington’s
concession could have been to
allow Iran a free hand in Syria and
Lebanon in return for Iran
promising to lay off enriched
uranium for a decade, for example.
Indeed, all reasons can be raised
in equal fervour from one side and
the other with equal justification.
Of course local politicians have a
hard time accepting that they and
their country can be so
easily bought and sold.
History has not been But that is the price to
pay when people place
kind to the Kurds
the national interest of
countries ahead of their
and neither has
own.
geography
Most politicians in the
Middle East believe the
world revolves around
them or at least should.
Western powers will put their
interests first and will not hesitate
to stab in the back anyone in the
way.
Unfortunately for them not
all countries are created equal
in the eyes of the United States.
Some are more important than
others. Kuwait, for example,
was important for the Bush
administration because it was rich
in oil and merited a full invasion to
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Unkindness of history. Members of the Kurdish community in
France during a demonstration to condemn the Suruç attack.

liberate it from Saddam Hussein.
On the other hand Somalia, which
is a poor country, was dropped like
a hot potato.
Iraq is important for the United
States because of its oil and other
resources while Lebanon and Syria
count for little.
Tiny Lebanon, while proAmerican in principle, does not
appear very high on the US radar.
Syria became so irritating to US
policymakers that Washington
turned its back on Damascus,
recalled its ambassador and life
continued in the Middle East
pretty much without Syria, as
far as the United States was
concerned.
If it is still uncertain that such
a deal was reached between
Washington and Tehran, what
appears more certain is a deal
reached between Ankara and
Washington, giving the Turks
a free hand in dealing with the
Kurds.
What made this obvious was
that the same day that Turkish
warplanes bombed Islamic State
(ISIS) positions in Syria, they also
went into action against Kurdish
forces, who, ironically enough,
have been fighting ISIS.
It seems very likely that part
of the price for Turkey to join the
fight against the jihadists was to
sell out the Kurds once more.
History has not been kind to the
Kurds and neither has geography,
for that matter. The Kurds are
scattered across Turkey, Syria, Iran
and Iraq. If indeed Washington
turned its back on them, it would
have been a repetition of history.
US President Woodrow Wilson
promised the Kurds a state at the
close of World War I. The Kurds
remained faithful to their word
and supported the Allies in the
conflict. Then again in hopes of
convincing the Western powers to
grant them an independent state
they supported the invasion of
Iraq in 2003. There is no formal
“Kurdistan”.
The conflict ripping through
the Middle East today, if indeed it
is a single conflict or rather
numerous conflicts rolled
into one, is far from over,
and when the dust settles
and the bullets stop flying
it will be interesting to see
if the map of the region
changes.
Claude Salhani is the
Opinion section editor of
The Arab Weekly. Follow him on
Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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Obama’s search for a legacy

B

ack as far as his initial
run for the White House
in 2008, US President
Barack Obama has been
telegraphing his intent
to welcome Iran back
into the family of nations — and, if
Peter Roff
possible, with as few preconditions
as he could get away with.
His obsession with the issue is
something of a mystery. It is true
that Valerie Jarrett, his closest
presidential adviser and the widely
acknowledged power behind the
president, was born to American
parents living in Shiraz, Iran. As a
political crony of Obama’s going
back to his Chicago days, she may
have influenced his thinking on the
matter but it obviously goes deeper
than that. More than anything
else Obama’s desire to be seen as
the global peacemaker who helps
lift Iran up out of its status as an
international pariah is part of his
search for a legacy, something with
which every occupant of the Oval
Office has been concerned.
Obama surely knows his legacy
will be defined primarily by his
being the first black American to
be elected president of the United
States. Psychologically this must
be very limiting as it has nothing to
do with anything he did during his
eight years in office. In a way his
contribution to history was labelled
the moment he took office, making
everything that followed something
of an anticlimax.
Bringing Iran in out
of the cold, something
Barack Obama has
no president has been
been telegraphing
able to do in the nearly
years since the shah
his intent to welcome 35
was overthrown and the
Iran back into the
Islamic leadership took
power, would burnish his
family of nations
reputation considerably.
The problem, and this is
frankly a global concern, is
that he doesn’t seem to care
much how he does it.
This has led Obama to
make several significant

Search for legacy. US President Barack Obama and Vice-President Joseph Biden at the White House.
political mistakes, the least of which
was to telegraph repeatedly how
much he and US Secretary of State
John Kerry wanted a deal. This gave
the Iranians more power in the
negotiations than they deserved,
allowing them to virtually dictate
the terms of any deal by threatening
to walk away.
That process has not stopped, by
the way. The Iranian parliament is
demanding that it too have a say
in the agreement, meaning that
whatever is finally approved in
Tehran may bear little resemblance
to what the members of the P5+1
think is the deal on paper.
The US Congress is also
concerned, and justifiably, that not
enough has been done to prevent
Iran from joining the ranks of the
nations that possess the capability
of fielding nuclear weapons. Most

Republicans, and perhaps many
Democrats as well, say Tehran’s
track record as a state sponsor of
terrorism makes it a poor fit for the
global nuclear club and that every
effort should be made to keep it
from obtaining membership.
The agreement does little in that
regard, which is why it faces an
uphill battle on Capitol Hill. The
president did not do himself any
favours by sending the agreement
to the UN Security Council for its
approval before Congress was able
to act.
This was, frankly, an insult to
the American national legislature,
a body that has been quite specific
regarding what it believes are its
own prerogatives regarding the
agreement.
The question ultimately is not
whether Congress will cast a vote

of disapproval but whether that
disapproval will be strong enough in
both the House of Representatives
and the Senate to override a
presidential veto.
In the end it is likely Obama will
once again get his way but only
by putting further strain on the
traditional checks and balances
that influence the operations of
the US government at the highest
and most significant levels. And, as
many policymakers and influencers
throughout the country are saying,
without doing anything to enhance
safeguards for US interests in the
Middle East.
Peter Roff is the former senior
analyst for United Press
International and is a contributing
editor with US News and World
Report.

Assad and the Alawite statelet option

T

he latest speech by
Syrian President
Bashar Assad, during
which he acknowledged that his army
faced manpower
shortages and had been forced to
Khairallah Khairallah
sacrifice territory, indicates that
he believes he still has the option
to retreat to the coast and establish an Alawite statelet.
But all this talk about the Alawite
mini-state or statelet has been
outpaced by events on the ground,
although sectarian division has
become a painful reality for Syria
after Assad failed to understand
that he has already passed the
point of no return.
The Assad regime does not seem
to understand that Iran will not
be capable of saving it, whether
through its military experts or
sectarian militias. The same goes
for Syria’s arms deals with Russia
or the Chinese-Russian veto at
the UN Security Council. The
Assad regime is doomed. It’s just a
question of time.
Assad, whether we are talking
about Bashar or his father, Hafez,
always held the establishment of an
Alawite mini-state as a last resort.
Even Syria’s military,
governed by an elite class
of Alawite officers, is set
The sad reality is
up for this eventuality.
that whatever Assad All the talk about panBa’athism and
does will contribute Arabism,
the liberation of Palestine
to the fragmentation is nothing more than a
smokescreen to cover
of the Syrian state
this ugly reality. The
same goes for the Assad
regime’s claims of being
the guardian of Syria’s
minorities or the defender of the
Palestinian cause.
The sad reality is that whatever

Assad does will contribute to the
fragmentation of the Syrian state
— whether he tries to hold onto
the reins of power in Damascus or
resorts to the establishment of an
Alawite mini-state. But perhaps
the most dangerous thing is that
Assad, whether he knows it or
not, is being used to guarantee the
disintegration of Syria.
Assad’s latest speech reflected
the psychology of a man who is
isolated from his own people, not
to mention the rest of the world,
and who refuses to acknowledge
the dire reality of the situation
that he is in. He is ignoring the

established fact that he is leading
a regime that has no legitimacy
whatsoever. This is a regime that
has been roundly rejected by the
Syrian people and the rest of the
international community, with a
few notable exceptions. He is now
relying exclusively on sectarian
practices.
His father and predecessor,
Hafez, possessed the political
nous to strike a balance, using
sectarianism to guarantee his rule
while paying lip service to Syria’s
Sunni majority. He was careful to
pray every Friday at a different
Sunni mosque in order to shore

up his Sunni backing and send the
message that he was a Muslim first
and foremost.
He made sure to incorporate
a variety of Sunni faces, in
particular from rural Syria, in his
government. He secured his rule
after cementing his alliance of
minorities, while it was Syria’s
rural Sunnis, rather than the
urbanite elite, that served as
a major source of his popular
backing.
This is something that Bashar
Assad failed to learn or implement
during his rule, believing that
family connections were more
important than the sect and that a
network of family relations, based
on economic interests, would be
sufficient to protect his regime.
Even his reaction to the outbreak
of the Syrian revolution in 2011
amply demonstrates how Assad
upset the delicate balance that
had been established by his father.
This was a balance that included
playing on Iran’s sympathies
without fully succumbing to the
regime of the mullahs. While Hafez
Assad’s relations with Iran were
certainly based on a sectarian
basis, he knew how to use this to
get what he wanted, whether from
the Arab Gulf or Ba’athist Iraq.
Today, Tehran is Syria’s only
refuge but, if it seeks to benefit
from this avenue, it will only create
more conflict that could last for
years, while it would also ensure
the fragmentation and destruction
of Syria as we know it.
Khairallah Khairallah is a Lebanese
writer. His commentary was
translated and adapted from the
Arabic. It was initially published
in the London-based Al Arab
newspaper.
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Hamas leadership’s visit to Riyadh raises questions
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

T

he latest back and forth
between Saudi Arabia
and Hamas has raised
questions over Riyadh’s
foreign policy in the region amid opposing claims regarding whether Hamas leader Khaled
Meshaal’s visit to Riyadh in July
constituted an official visit.
Riyadh denied claims that it
has changed its policy towards
Hamas, an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood, after Meshaal
visited the Saudi capital and met
with King Salman bin Abdul-Aziz
Al Saud on July 16th.

Riyadh denied
claims that it has
changed its policy
towards Hamas
Meshaal initially hailed the
visit, the first in three years, as “a
step in the right direction” in comments carried by Hamas’s official
website. “We opened a new page
in the relationship with the leadership of the kingdom,” he said.
However, Saudi Foreign Minister Adel al-Jubeir denied that
this had been an official visit to
the kingdom. “There was no (political) visit by Hamas to the kingdom,” he said in response to media
questions during a July 23rd news
conference in Jeddah with Egyptian counterpart Sameh Shoukry.
“A group from Hamas, including Khaled Meshaal, visited Mecca

for Umrah. They performed the
Eid prayers there and offered Eid
greetings to the king. There were
no meetings,” Jubeir said in comments carried by the state-owned
Saudi Press Agency.
“The position of the kingdom
towards Hamas has not changed,
nor its positions concerning supporting the Palestinian Authority and Egypt’s efforts to preserve
stability and security,” Jubeir
said.
Egypt, where the Muslim Brotherhood was in power for one year
under Muhammad Morsi and
which designated the Islamist
organisation a banned terrorist
group in December 2013, is one of
Saudi Arabia’s closest regional allies. The Brotherhood was formally designated a terrorist organisation in Saudi Arabia in a March
2014 royal decree by King Abdullah bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud.
“Cooperation in countering terrorism between the kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and Egypt shall continue through security channels,”
Jubeir said at the news conference, during which he welcomed
Cairo’s support for the Saudi-led
coalition in Yemen.
While Egypt is escalating its
domestic campaign against the
Muslim Brotherhood, the country’s Court of Urgent Matters in
June overturned a February ruling designating Hamas as a terrorist organisation, with reports that
Egypt’s change of attitude was, at
least in part, due to Saudi Arabia.
Responding to Saudi Arabia’s
denials, Hamas spokesman Saleh
Aruri argued that the meeting between Meshaal and King Salman

Palestinian President Mahmud Abbas (top-R) meeting with Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal in Doha, on
July 20, 2014.
had not been a “courtesy meeting,
as portrayed by others”, adding
that Meshaal and senior Hamas
figures will pay a visit to Riyadh in
August.
Egypt’s media were quick to
question whether the visit indicated a change in Saudi Arabia’s
policy towards the Palestinian
group, which has ruled the Gaza
Strip since 2007, breaching a
Saudi-mediated agreement and
straining relations to a breaking
point.
However, at a time when Saudi

Arabia is at war with Iran-backed
Houthi rebels in Yemen, while
also seeking to fend off Islamic
State (ISIS) terrorism, many say
that Riyadh is seeking to establish a broad-based Sunni regional
coalition to defend Arab Gulf interests.
One Egyptian diplomat, speaking to Egypt’s Al-Ahram newspaper, said the visit was the “clear result” of tensions between Iran and
Saudi Arabia, adding that Riyadh
is now seeking to form a “Sunni
bloc” to deal with the threat rep-

resented by the Shia-ruled Islamic
Republic.
“Saudi Arabia could be partially
motivated by a desire to weaken
Iran by drawing Hamas away
from Tehran’s influence as well,”
he added, speaking on the condition of anonymity. Hamas has distanced itself from Iran following
Tehran’s involvement in the Syrian conflict, including transferring
its long-time base from Damascus
to Qatar in 2012 and announcing
that Tehran has ceased providing
financial assistance to the group.

The Israeli government’s moral shortcoming

View poi nt

Alon Ben-Meir

T

he pending order to
demolish the small
Palestinian village of
Susiya, in the southern
Judean mountains in
the occupied West
Bank, represents the most blatant
violation of human rights. The
order calls for the forcible
removal of several hundred
Palestinians who have been living
on the land from the time of the
Ottoman Empire and have deeds
to prove their claim of ownership.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, who never misses an
opportunity to remind the world
that Israel is a democracy guided
by moral principles, seems not to
care about displacing Palestinian
women and children. His excuse is
that this dusty village, established
in 1830, is the site of archaeological
remains of a fifth-century synagogue and a tenth-century mosque
and must be preserved.
The real reason is that Netanyahu is leading a coalition government that is committed to
preventing Palestinians from building anywhere in Area C, which
represents 61% of the West Bank,
and is openly seeking its outright
annexation.
This policy is repeatedly reinforced by the government’s refusal
to grant building permits to Susiya
residents while, at the same time,
it is funding facilities and security
for a religious Israeli settlement
established in 1983 with the same
name only a short distance south
of Palestinian Susiya.
It is hard to express how outrageous the behaviour of Netan-

The mere thought of
demolishing Susiya will
be another nail in the
coffin of the Israeli peace
process

yahu’s government is when only
hours after Israel’s High Court of
Justice ordered the demolition of
two illegally built Israeli structures
in the West Bank settlement of Beit
El, Netanyahu authorised the immediate construction of 300 units
in the same settlement.
In response to the ruling, Naftali
Bennett, the leader of the ultraconservative Jewish Home Party,
said, “This is an unfortunate ruling
by the High Court… [that] will
bring about a wave of construction
across the settlements.” Bennett’s
statement was strongly echoed by
Justice Minister Ayelet Shaked who
said that, while the court order
must be accepted, the Israelis will
immediately rebuild. “This is the
Jewish way. You don’t lose hope
and you keep building, building,
building,” she said.
The implications of this inhuman
action, should it be carried out,
transcends the demolition of one
Palestinian village. It points out not
only the hypocrisy of Netanyahu
and his cohorts but the moral decadence of a government that seems
bent on defying the international
community and the basic tenets of
civilised behaviour.
Susiya is but another example
of the Netanyahu government’s
flagrant and callous disregard of
the Palestinians’ fundamental right
to live with dignity. Indeed, I am reminded of a passage in John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, which,
although about a different time and
place, speaks directly to what is
taking place in the West Bank: “If it
was the law they was workin’ with,
why we could take it. But it ain’t
the law. They’re a-working away at
our spirits. They’re a-tryin’ to make
us cringe an’ crawl like a whipped
bitch. They’re tryin’ to break us…
They’re working on our decency.”
At a time when Israel’s image is
tarnished, demolishing Palestinian
Susiya will only intensify the massive international condemnation
of the Israeli occupation and the
Netanyahu government’s insatiable
thirst for more Palestinian land.

After 47
years of
occupation,
the time has
come for
all decent
Israelis to
think about
the future of
their country

Netanyahu’s demagoguery has
been time and again put on full
display when he talks about a
two-state solution but continues to
expand Israeli settlements by providing them with amenities while
depriving scores of Palestinian
villages, including Susiya, of basic
needs such as water and electricity.
The mere thought of demolishing Susiya, not to speak of actually
executing it, will be another nail
in the coffin of the Israeli peace
process. Netanyahu, more than any
other Israeli prime minister, will be
judged harshly for destroying the
prospect for peace bit by bit.
There is nothing that he can say
or do to justify the demolition of
Susiya or any other Palestinian
village or housing unit built in the
West Bank — on their own territory
— to accommodate natural growth
and enable them to live a life without fear and intimidation.

The Israelis who support the
demolition of this poor village
are rendering the most ghastly
disservice to Israel’s image and its
very future as a democratic state.
They have become complicit in
the despicable act of uprooting
law-abiding Palestinians. No Israeli
with a conscience should remain
silent and allow the Netanyahu
government to devour what little
the Palestinians have left.
After 48 years of occupation, the
time has come for all decent Israelis
to think about the future of their
country. Where is Israel heading,
and for how much longer can the
occupation and the injustices continue without jeopardising Israel’s
very existence?
Making the lives of Palestinians unbearable in the hope that
they will eventually leave is a pipe
dream as the infliction of unforgiving horrible pain on the young
and old will only strengthen their
resolve to stay. They have the
entire international community
behind them, and no Israeli force
can dislodge them as they would
rather die than succumb to tyrannical edicts.
I applaud the Israelis who joined
the Palestinian demonstration
against the potential demolition
of Susiya on July 24th. Hundreds
of thousands more should follow
in their steps. Indeed, in the final
analysis, the public, not the government, can shape the country’s
destiny.
It is understandable that the
Israelis’ fatigue with the Palestinian
conflict has led to complacency but
this is not a luxury that any Israeli
can afford at this juncture.
The Palestinians will not fade
away and only the Israeli public can
stop this morally corrupt bunch,
the so-called Israeli leaders in the
government, from destroying the
moral foundations on which Israel
was established.
Alon Ben-Meir is an American
specialist on the Arab-Israeli
conflict.
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The killing of a Palestinian baby

Is there an international price tag for Jewish settlers’ actions?
Dominique Roch

Beirut

N

o doubt, 18-month-old
Ali Dawabsheh would
not have wanted to become the worldwide
symbol of the ugly face
of the Israeli settlement policy in
the occupied Palestinian territories. He would have preferred to
grow up surrounded by his parents
in Duma, his ancestral home village
in the north of the West Bank.
Instead, the Palestinian toddler
was burned alive at night when two
masked men — allegedly Jewish settlers from a nearby settlement — set
his family home on fire. His mother,
Reham, a 27-year-old schoolteacher; his father, Saad, 32, a construction worker; and his 4-year-old
brother, Ahmad, suffered extensive
burns and are fighting for their lives
in Israeli hospitals.

Israeli authorities
have for years been
turning a blind eye
to actions of violent
Jewish West Bank
settlers
The death of the Palestinian
child, whose body was found in his
smouldering house along with his
bottle of milk, triggered — judging
from official statements — soulsearching among Israeli leaders.
They converged to say that such
atrocities were “contrary to Jewish
values”.
Yet Israeli authorities have for
years been turning a blind eye to
actions of violent Jewish West Bank
settlers who have embarked on a
so-called price-tag policy, torching
homes, mosques and churches, uprooting olive trees and vandalising
Palestinian agricultural lands and
businesses .
According to Israeli commentators, the “price-tag policy” — a
euphemism for terrorism and dispossession — aims to punish Palestinians for sporadic actions taken

by Israeli authorities to curb settlement activities deemed illegal
by Israel — though all settlement
activities are considered illegal by
international law.
It seems settlers were angered by
an Israeli court decision to demolish two buildings in the Jewish settlement of Bet El, near the Palestinian city of Ramallah. The fact that
as compensation, the government
of Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu immediately approved the
construction of 300 housing units
in Bet El did not appease tempers.
The attackers spray-painted on a
wall of the Dawabsheh house the
words “Revenge” and “Long live
the king messiah of Israel” in Hebrew along with the star of David.
From an Israeli perspective, the
death of Ali Dawabsheh came as
a wake-up call to the actions of
“some extremist Jewish settlers”
that might “tarnish” the image of
half a million mostly armed Jewish
settlers.
Settlers are “wonderful” people,
Naftali Bennett, a cabinet member
and leader of the settler party The
Jewish Home, reminded everyone
in the aftermath of the terrorist act.
And, indeed, to many Israelis, settlers are the salt of the earth, the
crème de la crème, as they “risk their
lives” — and incidentally benefit
from generous governmental fiscal
and housing incentives — to move
to Judea and Samaria, the biblical
names of lands “given to the people
of Israel by God himself”.
The terror attack against the
Dawabsheh family was wellplanned, said Israeli security officials, who blamed a minority fringe
extremist group. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas accused the
Israeli government of “incitement
and racism”. Other Palestinians
point the finger to the responsibility at the hard-line Yesha Council,
which is the umbrella organisation
for Jewish settlements in the West
Bank.
“We want international protection for Palestinians in the occupied territories,” said Palestinian
Liberation Organisation Executive
Committee member Saeb Erakat,
adding that the real problem was

Palestinian children light candles during a rally to remember 18-month-old Palestinian baby Ali
Dawabsheh, in Rafah in the southern Gaza Strip August 2, 2015.
the whole policy of Jewish settlements on Palestinian land. To shed
the light on this policy which is preventing peace talks from resuming,
the Palestinian Authority is working with Jordan, the current Arab
member of the UN Security Council, on a draft resolution calling for
action against settlers and against
the judaisation of the West Bank
and East Jerusalem.

The burning alive of
the Palestinian
toddler has triggered
new rounds of
violence
Abbas is intent on bringing this
latest atrocity to the attention of
the International Criminal Court.
Palestinian security forces plan to
protect the population, said Colonel Jibril Rajoub, a former head of
a powerful Palestinian intelligence

apparatus in the West Bank. This
might be easier said than done, as
60% of the West Bank is off limits to
the Palestinian Authority by virtue
of the 1993 Oslo peace accords.
The
Palestinian
Authority’s
mainly political response aims at
containing the wave of anger that
is engulfing the Palestinian territories. It is drawing, however, criticism among Palestinian factions
that want to arm villagers living
near Jewish settlements.
Most Palestinian groups, starting with Hamas, called on the
Palestinian Authority to stop its
security and intelligence coordination with the Israeli military and to
release Palestinian prisoners in its
jails.
For now, the burning alive of the
Palestinian toddler has triggered
new rounds of violence. Two Palestinian youths have been killed
by the Israeli army following the
attack on the Dawabsheh family,

one of them, a 16-year-old boy by
the name of Laith Khalidi from the
Jalazoun camp near Ramallah, was
shot in the back as he was demonstrating.
The writing was all over the wall,
said Hussein abou Khdeir, the father of 16-year-old Mohammed
abou Khdeir, who was abducted a
year ago near his home in East Jerusalem, by extremists who forced
him to drink gasoline and burned
him alive.
This view is shared by B’Tselem,
the Israeli human rights group,
which said that a “burned infant
was only a matter of time in view
of (Israeli) policy to not enforce the
law on violent settlers”, adding that
the clock was ticking “in the countdown of the next arson attack and
the one after”.
Dominique Roch is a regular
analyst and special correspondent
for The Arab Weekly.

A year on, Gaza Strip hopes to sue Israel for war crimes
Saud Abu Ramadan

Gaza City

A

year after a wide-scale
Israeli air, ground and
sea offensive on the
Gaza Strip, Palestinians hope to sue Israel
for what they say were war crimes
committed during a 51-day onslaught.
A high-ranking delegation representing the International Criminal Court (ICC) is to visit Israel and
Gaza at the end of July, said Palestinian Authority (PA) Foreign Affairs Minister Riad al-Malki.
Malki personally delivered on
June 25th to the ICC documents
alleging Israeli war crimes, hoping that the world court would investigate Israeli actions in the war,
which began July 7, 2014, and ended the following August 26th with
an Egyptian-brokered truce.
It is the first time the Palestinians
have pushed hard for an international inquiry on alleged Israeli war
crimes in Gaza. That underlined
their frustration with the force
used against them in Israeli wars
in 2009, 2012 and 2014 and the
48-year-old Israeli military occupation.
Malki said recently that there was
no Israeli approval yet for the ICC’s
visit to Gaza, allowing the delegation to cross a border from Israel.

The Foreign Minister of the
Palestinian Authority, Riad
al-Malki speaks to the media
after leaving the International
Criminal Court (ICC) in The
Hague, in June.

Alternatively, he said the Palestinians may have the ICC delegation
go through the Rafah border crossing in Egypt.
Israel said “Operation Protective
Edge” of 2014 was not meant to
harm the civilian population but
was aimed at Hamas militants firing missiles on Israeli cities.
However, of the 2,251 Palestinian fatalities, 1,462 were civilians,
mostly women and children, said
Ashraf al-Qedra, a spokesman for
Gaza’s Health Ministry. An additional 11,000 people, also mostly
civilians, were wounded.
On the Israeli side, 73 people — 67
of them soldiers — were killed.
Fatima Awad, a 22-year-old college student, said she doesn’t expect much from the ICC.
“Hopes for suing those who were
behind the crimes are slim,” Awad
said, echoing widespread disappointment with the international
community in the face of Israeli
atrocities.
Gaza’s 1.8 million people feel
hopeless. They are surrounded by
Israeli ground forces to the north
and east, naval forces to the west
and the Egyptian Army to the
south. People are allowed to leave
the enclave but few are allowed
back in.
When the Palestinians formally
joined the ICC on April 1st, hopes
were boosted that Israel would
have to answer for its violence
against Gazans. The Palestinians

also hope to sue the Jewish state
for “atrocities” committed in the
West Bank and east Jerusalem
since Israel seized the territory in
1967.
Palestinian analysts argue that
two issues top the files presented
to the ICC for investigation: Jewish
settlements built illegally on Palestinian lands in the West Bank and
the 2014 war on Gaza.

I don’t think that an
international court
decision would
prevent Israel from
waging another war
on Gaza
However, the analysts warn that
the ICC may be unable to pressure
Israel to stop its violations.
Hani al-Masri, director of the private Badil Centre for Studies in the
West Bank city of Ramallah, said
Palestinian diplomatic moves have
failed to halt Israeli settlement expansion in the West Bank, stop the
killing of civilians and, most importantly, attain statehood.
“The Israelis are becoming more
extreme, which manifested itself
in last March’s elections, whereby
the hardest-line Israeli cabinet was
formed,” Masri said.
“This makes it clear that the likelihood for reaching a real peace
deal is impossible. By the same

token, legal battles in courts are
often too long and this should be a
reason for Palestinians not to raise
the bar.”
Abdullah Salman, 65, whose Gaza
Shujaeya neighbourhood house
was destroyed in the 2014 war, said
it was “good to be a member of ICC
and the least that could be done is
to sue Israel for its crimes”.
“But I don’t think that America
or the countries that are friends
with Israel would accept imposing
sanctions on the state or punishing
it and its leaders,” he said.
Fouad Abu Asser’s two-storey
home in Tuffah district was also
flattened. The 54-year-old man
lives with his 15-member family
in a temporary prefabricated unit
in eastern Gaza City. He said he
doubted Israel would be held accountable.
“Israel is the enemy of the Palestinian people and it is responsible
for our tragedies for more than 60
years,” Abu Asser said.
“No one in the world was able
to stop Israel from violating our
rights, so I don’t think that an international court decision would
prevent Israel from waging another
war on Gaza, destroying homes
and killing more people.”
Saud Abu Ramadan, based in
Gaza, is an Arab Weekly
correspondent who has been
covering the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict for 28 years.
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Jordan convicts
eight Hezbollah
suspects on terror
charges
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordan’s military court sentenced eight men to prison
for conspiring to commit terror attacks allegedly hatched
by the pro-Iranian Lebanese
Hezbollah against US, Israeli and
other targets in Jordan using machine guns and home-made explosives.
It is the first major Hezbollahlinked terror plot made public
involving Jordanian targets. Earlier cases involving Hezbollah were
much smaller in scale and focused
on cross-border attacks on Israel.

It is the first major
Hezbollah-linked
terror plot made
public involving
Jordanian targets
Hezbollah is opposed to Jordan’s
moderate policy, including its security collaboration with the United
States and its 1994 peace treaty with
Israel. Hezbollah is staunchly antiUS and advocates Israel’s annihilation. It has been engaged in Israeli
wars from its base in southern Lebanon.
Hezbollah had no immediate
comment on the trial and verdict in
Jordan.
The conspiracy case is second of

its kind involving an Iranian proxy
in less than a month. In mid-July,
Jordan revealed that police arrested
an Iraqi-Norwegian linked to Iran
who allegedly plotted attacks in Jordan.
Hezbollah’s alleged plot, in planning since 2006, envisaged armed
attacks on Starbucks coffee outlets
in Amman on the assumption that
the cafés were Israeli-owned, according to court documents made
available to The Arab Weekly.
Other targets included US troops
helping Jordan fend off possible
assaults from neighbouring warstricken Syria, the Israeli embassy
and Jordanian diplomatic missions
abroad, the documents showed.
“You had evil intentions and plotted terrorism against Jordan, its
people, interests and guests”, the
presiding judge told the bearded
convicts, all sitting in the dock as he
handed down the verdict and sentencing on July 29th.
Cell leader Amer Jamil, who was
charged with communicating with
Hezbollah in person and via email,
recruiting the others and raising
funds to buy weapons, explosives
and sophisticated spying gear such
as camera sunglasses and wire-tapping gadgets during travel to China,
was sentenced to ten years in prison.
Other cell members were handed
prison terms of two or three years.
A Syrian fugitive at large, identified as Mohammed Ibrahim Loai
Nawaya and the cell’s explosives
and bomb-making expert, was sen-

Supposed target of the plot.
tenced in absentia to 15 years in jail.
The remaining seven men are Jordanians of Palestinian origin. They
were arrested in May, weeks before
Iran concluded crucial negotiations
with Western powers on its nuclear
programme and rehabilitating Tehran into the international community.
Court documents show that Jordanian intelligence had been watching the men since the outset, starting with Jamil’s surveillance of a

desert road in eastern Jordan used
by US troops commuting to a military compound as well as Starbucks
and the Israeli embassy in Amman.
The
prosecutors’
indictment
outlined careful planning by cell
members, who had worn wigs as
they surveyed potential targets and
received specific instructions from
Hezbollah through email.
Some of the email messages had
Hezbollah asking if “explosives can
be smuggled into the Palestinian

territories and whether there are
any safe passages from Jordan into
Palestine to smuggle weapons”, according to the five-page indictment
obtained by The Arab Weekly from
court sources on condition of anonymity.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
the Levant section editor for The
Arab Weekly and has covered the
Middle East and North Africa for
nearly three decades.

Closure of Iraq-Jordan border a blow to ISIS
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

I

raq’s closure of its border with
Jordan has deprived Islamic
State (ISIS) militants of cargo
and taxes they levied on Jordanian goods passing through
ISIS-controlled territory to Baghdad.
Iraqi drivers hauling fruit, vegetables and other foodstuffs, along
with detergents, soap and other
supplies, from Jordan to Baghdad
complained for several months that
ISIS confiscated at least half, and
sometimes all, of their freight.
Drivers reported that ISIS levied
hefty taxes on the supplies passing
through Anbar, a vast desert region
in southern Iraq bordering Jordan.
Baghdad normally receives about
500 tonnes of Jordanian fruit per
day but exports dwindled in the
wake of ISIS’s takeover of large sections of Anbar in early 2014.
Six weeks ago, Jordan and Iraq
agreed to use an alternative route
for their trade.
“Jordanian trucks now go to Kuwait overland through Saudi Arabia
and then transfer cargo via Iraq’s
southern port of Basra,” according
to Saadi Abu Hammad, president of
the Jordan Exporters and Producers
Association for Fruit and Vegetables.
“We have been using this route,
which is safe and viable, for a few
weeks,” Abu Hammad said in an interview.
Jordanian Agriculture Ministry
spokesman Nimr Haddadin said
Jordanian exports to Iraq were “unaffected by the closure of the border”.
“Our exports to Iraq have been
constant with no interruption, going
through the new route,” Haddadin

A 2014 file picture of Jordanian security forces standing guard at the Al-Karameh border point with Iraq.
said. He said the Iraqi government
notified Jordan of its intention to
seal off the border a day before it did
so on July 16th.
The border closure marks another
blow to ISIS, which lost a vital trade
route in neighbouring Syria, which
the group used as a smuggling hub.
Syria’s Tal Abyad, on the border
with Turkey, was captured from ISIS
in June by Kurdish groups backed

by armed Syrian militias. That denied ISIS a pathway for smuggling
weapons and ammunition into its
self-proclaimed capital of Raqqa in
northern Syria.
ISIS exports cheap Syrian oil to
sell on the black market to finance
its operations. In Iraq, BrigadierGeneral Saad Maan, a spokesman
for Iraq’s Joint Special Operations
Command, was quoted July 16th by

the Associated Press as saying authorities had closed the Trebil border post until the security situation
improves.
His remarks came days after Iraq
launched a large-scale military offensive to dislodge ISIS from Anbar.
In summer 2014, Jordan banned
its truck drivers from going to Iraq
to guard them against kidnapping
and possible beheading by ISIS.

Mohammad Dawood, head of the
Jordanian Truck Owners Union,
said before the ban about 400 Jordanian trucks entered Iraq each day.
Since the ban, about 100 Iraqi trucks
enter Jordan daily to load different
types of cargo and commodities,
said Dawood, who estimated losses
incurred by the land transport sector in Jordan since 2011 at more than
$700 million.
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New terror law adopted in Tunisia
The Arab Weekly Staff

Tunis

S

ince the end of July, initiatives taken by Tunisian authorities seem to indicate
that fighting terrorism is
the number-one priority of
the North African country.
After the adoption by parliament
of new anti-terrorism legislation in
late July, Tunisian President Beji
Caid Essebsi extended the state of
emergency through early October.
On July 4th, eight days after a
terror attack on the beach resort
of Sousse, where 38 tourists were
killed, Caid Essebsi declared a state
of emergency for an initial period
of 30 days.
Presidency spokesman Moez
Sinaoui told Agence France-Presse
that the state of emergency extension was decided because Tunisia
remained “at war against terrorism”.
He added that the decision was
not the result of a specific threat
“but because the causes (of its initial imposition) are still there”.

Fighting terrorism is
the number-one
priority of the North
African country
In justifying the declaration of
the state of emergency, Caid Essebsi pointed out that Tunisia was
facing an “imminent threat” of terror attacks. He also mentioned the
presence of jihadist havens in nextdoor Libya.
Attacks on the Bardo National
Museum on March 18th and the
Sousse Imperial Marhaba Hotel
caused the death of 59 foreign tourists.
Following the Sousse attack, a
number of European nations, in-

cluding the United Kingdom, issued advice against travelling to
Tunisia. The tourism sector, which
provides 7% of the Tunisia’s gross
domestic product, has suffered as a
result of the attacks.
The blow to the tourism industry will be among key factors in the
expected deterioration of the country’s economic indicators. Tunisia’s
economic growth is expected to
slow to about 1% in 2015, compared
to 2.3% in 2014.

Big poll majorities
backed drastic
measures against
terrorism
At least in part as a result of
public opinion pressure, Tunisia’s
parliament approved the new antiterrorism bill, which could lead to
the death penalty for perpetrators
of terrorism-related crimes. The
law passed despite opposition from
rights groups and a de facto quarter-century moratorium on executions in Tunisia.
Among the offences punishable
by death in the new legislation are
the murder of foreign diplomats,
the killing of hostages and committing of rape during terrorism-related crimes.
The Tunisian government has
implemented several additional
security measures since the Sousse
incident.
Among them is the mobilisation
of 100,000 additional army and
police personnel, including 3,000
dedicated to guarding hotels and
tourist sites.
Investigations have led to the
arrests of scores of terrorism suspects. Tunisia has started building
a wall and trench system along 168
kilometres of its insecure frontier
with Libya. Much like the Bardo
museum terrorists, the Sousse
gunman received training with

Tunisian Justice Minister Mohamed Salah Ben Aissa (R) with his staff during a debate on July 24,
2015, at the Assembly of the Representatives of the People in Tunis. Next to him is Interior Minister
Mohamed Najem Gharsalli.
militants in Libya before carrying
out his attack.
While 176 deputies voted for the
new bill, ten abstained and none
voted against the measure. Those
who abstained were severely criticised on social media.
The recent terrorist incidents
have had a strong impact on the
public mood. A July poll confirmed
that a majority of Tunisians indicated they were seriously con-

cerned about terrorism. More than
67% of respondents in an Emrhod
Consulting survey said the risk of
terrorism was high after the Sousse
attack.
Big poll majorities backed drastic
measures against terrorism with
78.4% of those asked expressing
support for the imposition of the
state of emergency. Only 14.7%
said they opposed it.
Also, 72% said they approved the

closing of mosques that are outside the control of the government;
89% expressed support to the deployment of soldiers on beaches;
74% even said they would approve
reconsidering authorisations already granted to “certain political
parties”. Salafist parties have provoked the wrath of the Tunisian
public for their ultraconservative
discourse and their use of jihadisttype black flags in public meetings.

The implications of Tunisia’s counterterrorism law
View poi nt

Alaya Allani

T

he counterterrorism
law adopted late in
July by the Tunisian
parliament continues
to trigger expressions
of both concern and

support.
Criticism of the new law is
levelled by a number of Islamists
and human rights advocates. Their
points of contention boil down to
two issues: the period of detention of suspects (from one week
under the previous 2003 law to 15
days under the new law) and the
reintroduction of capital punishment for terrorist crimes in three
articles.
While members of parliament
belonging to the Islamist Ennahda
Movement voted for the new law,
some Islamist intellectuals harshly
criticised the law. What this means
is that the party has a way to go
to evolve towards accepting the
principles of the civic state and
separating religion from politics.
A number of lawyers with
Salafist affinities described the
counterterrorism law as unconstitutional and said it fails to provide
fundamental guarantees for fair
trials.
Human rights activists who
oppose the law expressed concern
over the introduction of capital

The new law will send
a strong signal that the
era of connivance with
extremist movements is
over

punishment and what they see as a
vague definition of terrorism in the
legislation. They fear the unclear
definition could be used to muzzle
rights in Tunisia.
Those in favour of the law are,
however, unmoved by such criticisms. They consider the legislation a political and legal triumph
in the long battle against terrorism and the financing of terrorist
activities.
Millions of dollars
were, in fact, funnelled
from 2011 through
2013 to a number of
charities and other
religious associations, which were
later discovered to
have helped enlist
Tunisian jihadists
to fight in Syria,
Iraq, Libya and
Mali. The same
funds were used
to create religious schools
blatantly teaching extremist
takfiri ideas.
The new counterterrorism law will
undoubtedly curtail
the risk of terror by
about half. The other
half will have to be dealt
with through economic,
social and ideological reforms.
On the security front, the
law will help dismantle the
jihadist infrastructure in the
country and the support system that benefits the jihadist
Salafist movement, including
schools and kindergartens. It will
also facilitate stopping financial

The new
law will lead
to a closer
scrutiny
of foreign
funding of
charities

A member of Tunisian special
forces in Tunis, on May 25, 2015.

and ideological sources of extremism through closer monitoring of
the activities of charities and associations. The law will help the government exercise oversight over
mosques and religious discourse.
It is hoped the legislation would
discourage Tunisians from travelling to battlegrounds in Syria and
other countries since it will brand
jihadists as terrorists and make
them liable to be sentenced to
death. When in power, Islamists
refused to criminalise such activities.
Economically, the new law will
lead to a closer scrutiny of foreign
funding of charities and associations active in the religious sphere.
The law will also help authorities intensify their war on smuggling. Investigations of the terrorist
strikes at the Bardo museum in
March and Sousse in June established links between smugglers
and terrorists.
For this reason, the government
is building a sand and trench barrier along the border with Libya.
This measure will hopefully reduce
the economic cost of terror for Tunisia, which is estimated at about
$1 billion a year.
The success of the war on terror
in Tunisia is definitely contingent
on many domestic and regional
variables. But the implementation of the new law will, however,
send a strong signal to political
and civil society movements in the
country that the era of connivance
with extremist movements, which
prevailed in 2011-13, is over.
Alaya Allani is a university
lecturer and researcher in terrorist
movements. He teaches at the
University of Manouba, Tunisia.
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Moroccan King tackles regional gaps
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

oroccan King Mohammed VI has urged
the government to
improve living conditions in rural and remote areas as well as consular and
diplomatic services for Moroccans
living abroad and reform public
education.
“All that has been achieved, no
matter how significant it is, remains insufficient for our country,
as long as there is a category of the
population still living in dire conditions and feeling marginalised,” the
king said referring to the 12 million
living in poor conditions outside
cities, from a total population of
around 33 million.
“I am aware of the gaps and deficits that have grown in these areas
over the decades, despite all the efforts and initiatives undertaken,”
he noted.
The nationally televised speech
on July 30th commemorated the
16th anniversary of Mohammed’s
ascent to the throne.
The Moroccan monarch instructed Interior Minister Mohamed
Hassad to identify basic social services and infrastructure needed in
remote and isolated areas. Hassad’s
study listed more than 29,000 villages across Morocco in specific
order of priority to be given assistance.
The king’s initiative stems from
the Islamist-led government’s failure to improve Moroccans’ lives in
remote areas. The previous government led by the Independence
Party had no ministry dedicated to
rural development.
“All you experience in life is of interest to me. What hurts you affects
me and what makes you happy rejoices me. Your worries are my top
priorities,” King Mohammed said.
The precarious situation in many
remote villages spurred an exodus
of young people to major cities to
seek a better standard of living, access to health care and education.
Hence, the rural population finds
its workforce depleted.
“Around 20,800 projects have
also been screened. They target a
population of more than 12 million people, living in over 24,000
douars [villages], with an overall
budget nearing 50 billion dirhams
($5.04 billion),” the king said.

Moroccan King Mohammed VI (C) flanked by Prince Moulay Rachid (R) and Crown Prince Hassan III (L) as he makes a speech to mark the
16th anniversary of his accession to the throne, on July 30, 2015 in Rabat.
In a telephone interview with
The Arab Weekly, Information Minister Mustapha El Khalfi said the
government has been mobilised to
achieve the king’s request.
“The authorities concerned are
now working to provide the necessary financial assistance and set
out a minute schedule in order to
execute these projects,” Khalfi said.
“The king’s speech has launched
a national mobilisation to face all
the challenges in remote and rural
areas.”
King Mohammed called on the
government to develop an integrated plan of action, built on partnerships among all government agencies and the institutions concerned,
with a view to providing funding
for the projects and drawing up a
precise timetable for their implementation. The king also highlighted the difficulties the Moroccan

diaspora is facing in various consulates and called for the dismissal of
negligent consuls.
“During my visits abroad and
when meeting here with members
of our community living abroad, I
was able to have a clear idea about
their true concerns and legitimate
ambitions,” he said.

The king’s initiative
stems from the
Islamist-led
government’s failure
to improve
Moroccans’ lives in
remote areas

“I used to think that they only
had difficulties while in Morocco.
As it turned out, many of them also
complained about the way they
were treated on the premises of

Moroccan consulates.
“There are consuls — not a majority, thank God — who neglect the
mission they are entrusted with
and focus on personal and political
issues,” the king added.
The monarch’s remarks came
after he met Moroccans in Europe
who expressed frustration with the
services provided by some consulates.
“Several members of this community expressed dissatisfaction
with the treatment they were subjected to in some consulates and
complained about the poor services
provided, both in terms of quality
and deadline, and about administrative obstacles,” noted the king.
“Those found to be guilty of neglecting their duties, flouting the
interests of the Moroccan community abroad or mistreating its members should be dismissed.”

Morocco’s tourism fears domino
effect from Sousse attack
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

orocco’s tourism minister remained optimistic that the terrorist attack in Tunisia,
in which 38 people
were killed at a popular resort,
would not have a domino effect and
hurt tourism in the North African
country.
Moroccan Minister of Tourism
Lahcen Haddad told the upper
house of parliament that the Tunisia incident had no direct effect on
holiday bookings in Morocco.
“The efforts of the Moroccan National Tourist Office (ONMT) averted a major impact of the Tunisian
events on the Moroccan tourism
market,” he said.
However, Haddad acknowledged
that bookings for autumn had not
experienced much gain and bookings were down 1.5% between December 2014 and May 2015.
Prior to the June 26th attack on
the Tunisian resort of Sousse, Morocco had already seen a 46% drop

in the number of French tourists
in the first five months of 2015, according to the National Syndicate of
Travel Agencies.
Some European countries issued warnings against travelling
in North Africa. Great Britain — 30
Britons were among the victims
of the shootings in Tunisia — cited
Morocco among countries at risk of
terrorism but also highlighted security arrangements put in place by
Moroccan authorities.

Some European
countries issued
warnings against
travelling in North
Africa
“There is a general threat from
terrorism in Morocco. Attacks are
possible, and could be indiscriminate, including in places frequented by foreigners,” the UK Foreign
Office said in a statement.
“The Moroccan authorities have
warned of an increased threat
linked to the growing number of
Moroccans belonging to international terrorist organisations oper-

ating in Syria and Iraq. As a result,
increased security measures, including additional security personnel may be visible in certain areas,”
the statement said.
Nabil Bekkali, co-manager of
Elite Travel in Rabat, said there
have been some booking cancellations, mainly from the Asian market.
“Many groups from Japan and
China, who come every year to Morocco, have cancelled their bookings for September,” Bekkali said,
adding that some travel agencies
and tour operators were reducing
profit margins to attract tourists.
Bekkali called on the ONMT to
double its efforts and budget to promote Morocco as a safe country for
tourists.
The ONMT unveiled a programme in Paris on July 4th called
“Bladi F’Bali” (“My Country in My
Thought”) aimed at Moroccans residing abroad.
The programme, which lasts
until 2017, promises significant
discounts on hotel prices ranging
from 30% in high season, to up to
50% during low season in various
cities.

Foreign tourists in Rabat.

The king urged Minister of Foreign Affairs Salaheddine Mezouar
to remedy the situation. Mezouar
suspended consuls’ holidays until decisions were made to resolve
the problems. In October 2014, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued
the Charter of Consuls, which was
designed to significantly improve
the quality of services offered by
the Moroccan diplomatic representations in a bid to meet the expectations of its diaspora.
However, grievances of Moroccans living abroad conveyed to King
Mohammed show that the charter’s
promises have not been fulfilled.
The monarch also called for
educational reforms in state-run
schools.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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US supports UN mediation in Libya
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

E

fforts by UN Special Envoy
to Libya Bernardino Leon
to broker a unity agreement between Libyan factions represent the best
hope of political reconciliation in
the troubled country. But the Islamist government faction in the capital
Tripoli, the General National Congress, has refused to sign up to it
and it is not clear how the problem
of Libya’s militias will be dealt with.
Washington is supporting the UN
effort largely because it sees no viable alternative and is hoping that
Italy or another EU country will take
the lead in forming a peacekeeping
force.
Libya has been plagued by violence, rival governments (an Islamist one in Tripoli and a secular one
in eastern city of Tobruk), low oil
exports because of the violence
and the presence of an Islamic State
(ISIS) group, which has committed
atrocities against Libyans and foreigners (including Egyptians and
Ethiopians) and has been linked to
terrorist attacks in neighbouring Tunisia.

The United States,
after initial
hesitation, has
embraced the UN
effort
If all this were not bad enough,
there are an estimated 1,500 militias in Libya, some of which are allied to the rival governments but
many others are essentially neighbourhood gangs running extortion
rackets. In addition, the country is
awash in weapons, most of which
were looted during the 2011 revolution that ousted dictator Muammar

Qaddafi.
Leon’s strategy has been to obtain
a unity agreement first and then
deal with Libya’s other problems.
His efforts partially paid off in July
when most Libyan political factions
initialled an agreement. The essence
of the deal is that the House of Representatives, currently in Tobruk,
would serve as the legislative body,
while the executive branch would be
a government of national unity that
would include members from both
rival governments. But the Tripoli
government of the General National
Congress objected, believing the
agreement was tilted too heavily in
favour of the Tobruk faction.
Leon is hoping that enough pressure builds up inside Libya that the
Tripoli faction will eventually agree,
but that scenario has not materialised. Without the Tripoli faction, it
is hard to imagine a true unity government can be formed. Nonetheless, the Tobruk faction is moving
ahead with political plans that it
believes are in sync with the accord.
It is planning to vote to extend the
life of the House of Representatives,
whose mandate is to expire on October 21st.
Meanwhile, the European Union
is trying to fashion a response to the
Libyan crisis, in large part to stem
the number of migrants travelling
through Libya to Europe. It wants
the UN effort to succeed and, in late
July, EU foreign ministers reportedly were exploring asset freezes and
travel bans on Libyans, including
General Khalifa Haftar, from both
major factions who were actively
opposing the unity accord.
Although Haftar has put his forces
at the disposal of the Tobruk government, he has said he will not respect the accord, probably because
he views all Islamists as part of Libya’s problem.
If a unity government is formed,
the international community will
support it, even to the point of send-

UN envoy to Libya, Bernardino Leon, left, signs the document on a new version of a UN-brokered
Libya peace deal as Morocco’s Foreign Minister Salaheddine Mezouar applauds after Libyan political
leaders agreed, in Rabat, Morocco, on July 11, 2015.
ing in a peacekeeping force. Italy has
taken the lead in proposing such a
force but many questions remain. As
Libya’s former colonial power, Italy
has some political baggage associated with its former rule despite extensive economic ties. It is not clear
who would make up such a force
and whether the Italians would be
best suited to lead it. Additionally,
ISIS would regard a Western force in
Libya as an opportunity to entice extremists to come to the country and
fight “non-believers”.
According to sources in Washington, the United States, after initial
hesitation, has embraced the UN ef-

fort. On August 2nd, US Secretary
of State John Kerry, at a news conference in Cairo, underscored this
support by stating: “We cannot allow” a few spoiler groups in Libya
to “destroy the entire [UN] process”
because they have not achieved all
of their goals, adding that the United
States was going to explore “how we
might get greater support to the UN
initiative right now”.
If the UN accord were to be accepted by the Tripoli faction, the
United States would probably support a peacekeeping force with intelligence as well as drones aimed at
ISIS targets in Libya but it is highly

doubtful that the US would contribute to such a force with personnel
on the ground.
While the United States will likely
use its diplomatic clout in the UN
Security Council to support the extension of the UN Support Mission
in Libya mandate in September,
Washington will continue to look to
the Europeans to take the lead on
Libya.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of Massachusetts-Lowell
and is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.

For Libya’s sake!

View poi nt

Amine Ben
Messaoud

R

egardless of the
political consequences of the
February 17th
revolution and the
ideological battles
between those who supported or
opposed it, the sentences handed
down to members of the former
Qaddafi regime on July 28th must
be seen as a product of a “failed
revolution”.
Talk of revolutionary trials has
nothing to do with what is best
for Libya, which has become a
battleground for internal conflicts
and an arena for regional and
international interventions that
have ultimately led to the loss of
the revolution’s identity.
Using the principles of
sovereignty and the right to run
Libya’s domestic affairs as an
excuse was nothing more than a
smokescreen. The harsh sentences
against Qaddafi’s men can only
be judged from political and
historical angles as to whether
they can help in the pursuit of
national reconciliation. The death
sentences issued against Saif
al-Islam Qaddafi, Baghdadi alMahmoudi and Abdullah Senussi
are an obstacle in the way of
genuine Libyan reconciliation.
These sentences cannot be part
of the accountability process
as the court that sentenced

Talk of revolutionary
trials has nothing to do
with what is best for Libya

Stalled reconciliation. Former intelligence chief of Qaddafi’s regime Abdullah
Senussisi (C) and other Qaddafi regime officials sit behind bars during a verdict
hearing at a courtroom in Tripoli, on July 28, 2015.
them did not possess the legal
or administrative authority to
do so. These sentences will also
cause deeper divisions in Libya,
not reconciliation, at a time when
some observers were suggesting
that Libyans were moving towards
greater unity against the threat
of the Islamic State (ISIS) and the
never-ending cycle of revenge.
These are all signs that indicate
that the judiciary in Libya is
not independent from political
influence, including from those
who favour political exclusion and
reject the idea of joint political
rule.
Nobody envisages the return of
Qaddafi’s men to power in Libya,
not because they do not want this
or they are not looking for a new

political role in this era of militia
rule, but because they wasted a
historic opportunity in 2011 and
lost a chance to escape from the
curse of the past. Ultimately,
this is something that prevents
their political rehabilitation in the
eyes of the Libyan people and the
international community.
However, the problem is that
those in charge in Libya, and
particularly the Islamist-ruled
capital Tripoli, seem hell-bent on
presenting unethical examples
of governance, politics, justice
and diplomatic relations. This
gives the rulers of yesteryear the
opportunity to claim that despite
their myriad faults, they were not
as bad as those in charge today.
The death sentences handed

The wise
people of
Libya must
stop the
execution
of Qaddafi’s
men – for the
sake of Libya
and not
that of the
condemned

down to the pillars of the old
regime have not conferred
legitimacy on the pillars of the
new regime, such as it is. This has
not even prevented the torrent
of support and longing for the
past due to the general sense of
disappointment with the mentality
of violence and destruction that
seems entrenched in the mindset
of whoever rules Libya today.
The execution of Saddam
Hussein ushered in a social
and political revolt against
sectarianism and Iranian
intervention in Iraq. It brought in
a new era of unprecedented Arab
support for Iraq that even eclipsed
Arab support for Iraq’s Ba’ath
Party during the period from 1991
through 2003 when Iraq was facing
unjust international sanctions.
However, the killing of
Muammar Qaddafi, and
particularly the gruesome manner
of his death, marked a symbolic
end of the Libyan revolution and
heralded the start of the era of
armed militias.
The wise people of Libya must
stop the execution of Qaddafi’s
men – for the sake of Libya and not
that of the condemned. This would
also prevent negative reactions
that could lead to a terrible cycle
of revenge killings and could help
the stalled reconciliation process.
Finally, this would help cement a
broad alliance against terrorism
and turn a symbolic page on
Libya’s blood-soaked history.
Amine Ben Messaoud is a Tunisian
writer. His commentary was
translated and adapted from the
Arabic. It was initially published
in the London-based Al Arab
newspaper.
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Attacks on ISIS and PKK
to shape Turkey’s stance
in Middle East
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

he Turkish government
says its military action
against the Islamic State
(ISIS) in Syria and Kurdish rebels in northern Iraq
demonstrates the country’s power
to shape events in the region. But
some observers say Ankara’s show
of force might have weakened, not
strengthened, Turkey’s stance in
the Middle East.
Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet
Davutoğlu, meeting with Turkish
newspaper editors on July 26th,
said Ankara’s action had created
“new conditions” in the region.
“We want everyone to read and
assess those new conditions created by our Syria and Iraq operations
once again correctly and review
their own position accordingly,”
Davutoğlu said, according to an
account of the meeting in the Hurriyet Daily News. “The presence of
a Turkey that can use its force effectively can lead to consequences

which can change the game in Syria, Iraq and the entire region; everyone should see that.”
Turkey, a NATO member and
European Union candidate country with a powerful army and the
17th biggest economy worldwide,
regards itself as a role model for
other countries in the Middle East
and a natural leader for the region.
But Ankara’s efforts to project influence by supporting the Muslim Brotherhood and other Sunni
groups as well as political differences with several countries have
led to a growing isolation in recent
years.

Ankara’s show of
force might have
weakened, not
strengthened,
Turkey’s stance in
the Middle East
Davutoğlu spoke after Turkey
attacked ISIS positions in Syria for
the first time and agreed to open its
air bases to the United States and

other
allies
to
conduct air
strikes on
the jihadist
group within
Syria.
The events
marked a major turnaround
for Turkey, which
had been reluctant
to join the international military campaign against
ISIS.
The shift brought Turkey closer
to the position of the United States,
Ankara’s key Western partner,
while cross-border operations by
Turkey’s fleet of modern F-16 fighter jets demonstrated that Ankara is
determined to take drastic action if
it sees its national interests and security at stake.
Davutoğlu said Turkey faced
threats from ISIS and the Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK) at the same
time. The PKK has been fighting for
Kurdish self-rule in south-eastern
Anatolia since 1984. A ceasefire,
in place since 2013, has all but col-

lapsed as the PKK attacked Turkish
security forces in the wake of the
death of 32 people in a July 20th
suicide attack that the PKK partly
blamed on Ankara. In response,
Turkey bombed PKK positions in
northern Iraq.
The Turkish Foreign Ministry
brushed off protests by the Iraqi
government that criticised the
raids on PKK positions in the north
as an assault on its sovereignty.
Pointing to the long-standing presence of PKK, regarded as a terrorist
organisation by much of the international community, in northern
Iraq, the Foreign Ministry said July

Turkey steps up border security to stem flow of ISIS fighters

A

larmed by the first Islamic State (ISIS) suicide attack on Turkish
territory and stung by
Western criticism about
the lack of efforts to stem the flow
of fighters to jihadists in Syria,
Turkish authorities stepped up security along the border with Syria
and police action against suspected militants in Turkey itself.
Work by the Turkish military to
dig trenches and build protective
walls along the Syrian border in
Hatay province has been intensified since July 20th when a suspected ISIS bomber killed 32 people in the border town of Suruç,
200 kilometres east of Hatay, the
Hurriyet daily reported.

992

foreign fighters were
detained at the Syrian
border in 2014
The trench and the wall in Hatay
serve the double purpose of preventing both smuggling and the
movement of foreign fighters
across the border. Hatay has been
a logistical hub for ISIS and other
rebel groups operating in Syria

that use Turkish territory to bring
in new recruits as well as supplies
and weapons.
In another sector of the 900-kilometre border, the Turkish military is building a wall of concrete
slabs 3 metres high and 2.5 metres wide in Kilis province, east of
Hatay. ISIS militants control areas
on the Syrian side of the border in
that region.
Access to the Turkish border is
crucial for ISIS. Earlier in 2015, the
jihadists failed to take control of
the border crossing at Kobane and
lost the crossing of Tal Abyad to
Kurdish militias. But while Turkey
has been trying to keep foreigners
from joining ISIS for some time,
the Suruç incident highlighted a
new threat: militants crossing into
Turkey from Syria to stage attacks.
All border sections, including
areas facing territory under the
control of Syrian Kurds, are to be
fortified, in what Turkish media
dubbed a “Mexican wall” project
similar to border security between
the United States and its southern
neighbour.
Meeting after the Suruç attack,
the Turkish cabinet heard a report
by security agencies about plans
to strengthen border security with
“physical steps”, government
spokesman Bulent Arinc said.
“The entry and exit by terrorists

Men believed to be members of the Islamic State Islamist group as
seen from Turkey at the Turkish crossing of Akcakale in the
south-east Sanliurfa province, on June 13, 2015.

will be prevented, crossings for
humanitarian purposes will continue,” Arinc said. “Critical sectors
[of the border] have been identified. An integrated border system
of border security will be created.”
News reports said the system

The system will cost
around $720 million
for the Syrian border
will cost around $720 million for
the Syrian border and will include
walls, fences, roads for military
patrols, watchtowers, surveillance
drones and night-vision systems
for border guards. It is not known
when the system is to be operational.
Turkish government officials say
the country is doing what it can to
keep foreigners from joining ISIS
and other radical groups. “Turkey
has been contributing to the global
coalition’s efforts in Syria and Iraq
from the outset,” Foreign Ministry
spokesman Tanju Bilgiç said in a
statement. “It has mobilised its
national assets and capabilities to
that end.”
According to news reports, 992
foreign fighters were detained at
the Syrian border in 2014. For the
first six months of 2015, the figure
was 468. While this translates to
more than two detentions every
day, the number of fighters making
it through to ISIS and other groups
is thought to be much higher. US
intelligence officials said about
20,000 foreigners, among them
3,400 from Western nations, had
travelled to Syria to join ISIS or
other extremist groups.
Western officials have said Turkey was not doing enough to catch
extremist volunteers but Ankara
says that is not true. So-called risk
analysis units have been set up at
major Turkish airports to screen
incoming passengers and question
those who seem suspicious. Bilgiç
said the units had checked 3,400
people and had denied entry to
1,340 of them.
In addition, 1,800 suspected foreign fighters have been deported
by Turkey since the Syrian conflict
began, Bilgiç said. A further 18,000
people were blacklisted, mostly as
a result of cooperation between
Turkish and foreign intelligence

and law enforcement agencies,
and are automatically turned away
at passport checks if they try to enter Turkey.
In one recent case, a young ISIS
recruit’s poor grasp of geography gave Turkish authorities the
chance to arrest him. The youth
from the Russian region of Dagestan, referred to as H.A. in news
reports, told his family he was
holidaying in Ankara and that his
hotel was close to the beach, apparently unaware of the fact that
Ankara is 200 kilometres from the
nearest coast. The gaffe signalled
to his father that something was
wrong. The parent contacted Turkish authorities, who detained H.A.
before he could cross into Syria.
While increasing efforts to prevent
potential foreign fighters reaching
Syria, Turkey has also stepped up
arrests of ISIS supporters within
the country. Following the Suruç
attacks and new attacks by the
outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), police raids around the
country have netted more than
2,000 suspected jihadists, PKK
supporters and leftists.

1,800

suspected foreign
fighters have been
deported by Turkey
News reports say about 10% of
those detained were accused of
supporting ISIS. In an earlier stage
of the raids, Arinc said that 137
suspected ISIS jihadists had been
among roughly 1,300 detainees.
News reports say ISIS may have
sleeper cells and suicide squads in
Turkey.
Critics say Ankara’s real aim behind the mass detentions is to go
after Kurds and leftists and that
the arrest of ISIS members is just
window dressing. “Why didn’t
you arrest them before?” Levent
Gök, deputy parliamentary leader of the opposition Republican
People’s Party (CHP), asked the
government during a debate in
parliament. He said his party had
warned the government about the
threat posed by ISIS before but the
warning had fallen on deaf ears.

31st that complaints from a country
that could not control its borders
were unacceptable.
Even though the government
in Ankara is talking of a show of
strength by Turkey in the region,
recent events could shake domestic stability in the country itself and
end up eroding its stance abroad,
said Behlul Özkan, a political scientist at Istanbul’s Marmara University. He said the raids against ISIS
carried the risk of provoking revenge attacks of the jihadist group
inside Turkey. “ISIS has become
a domestic threat,” he said. “That
weakens foreign policy.”
Veysel Ayhan, director of the
International Middle East Peace
Research Center (IMPR), a thinktank in Ankara, said domestic dynamics carried another danger. He
said rising tension between the
Turkish government on one hand
and Kurds and Alevis on the other
could turn into a crisis “that could
weaken Turkey’s role in the region
in the medium term”.
Relations with the West could
also suffer. Attacks on PKK positions, launched at the same time
as air strikes against ISIS, triggered
concerns that Ankara was using the
campaign against ISIS as an excuse
to step up its fight against Kurdish
rebels as well.
Even though NATO sent a message of support to Turkey, some
Western leaders, including German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter
Steinmeier, publicly warned the
Turkish government not to end
the peace process aimed at finding a political solution to the longrunning Kurdish conflict. Germany
and the United Kingdom upgraded
official travel warnings for Turkey,
pointing to a danger of terrorist attacks.

There are also signs
that Davutoğlu’s
warning to Middle
Eastern countries to
take note of Turkey’s
show of strength
may not have the
desired effect
Turkey’s action against the PKK
has clearly irritated its allies, Özkan
said. The US, for example, has been
supporting PKK-linked Kurdish
forces in Syria with air strikes in order to weaken ISIS. Some German
politicians accused the Turkish
government of increasing pressure
on the Kurds for domestic gains.
“The West is definitely shocked,”
Özkan said. While Western countries issued official statements of
support for Turkey, they expressed
their discomfort “behind closed
doors”, he added. “If this continues, there will be real problems
with the West and the US.”
There are also signs that
Davutoğlu’s warning to Middle
Eastern countries to take note of
Turkey’s show of strength may not
have the desired effect. The embattled government in Syria put
a question mark behind Turkey’s
stated determination to fight Islamic extremists and asked whether Ankara’s real aim was to “hit the
Kurds in Syria and Iraq”.
Syria’s backer Iran, another Turkish neighbour and a regional rival,
said Ankara might have committed a serious miscalculation that
could cost the country dearly.
Hassan Firouzabadi, Iran’s chief
of General Staff, said it was a “strategic mistake” by Turkey to attack
Kurdish groups because this would
strengthen ISIS.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Istanbul.
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Iran

Rohani seeks a big election win

Gareth Smyth

T

he often taciturn
Iranian President
Hassan Rohani
has been in
buoyant mood.
“How can one be
an Iranian and
not cheer our
negotiating
team?” he asked during a medical
conference in late July in remarks
broadcast live on television. “This
is a new page in history. It didn’t
happen when we reached the deal
in Vienna on July 14; it happened
on August 4, 2013, when the
Iranians elected me as their
president.”
Rohani’s star can rise further. The
president seems set for a boost in
the February 2016 parliamentary
elections, assuming that the US
Congress will not, as many Iranians
fear, scuttle the Vienna agreement.
Rohani has told Iranians a convincing story since his successful 2013
presidential campaign, when he
won partly by acknowledging the
corrosive effect of sanctions on the
country’s economy.
With the support of the supreme
leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
Rohani marshalled most of the
political class behind negotiations
and has now achieved international
recognition of Iran’s “right” to
enrich uranium and a commitment
to lift sanctions.
But if his talk of a “new page of
history” is dramatic, Rohani is too
wise to become complacent as he
continues to face challenges in
the fiercely competitive world of
Iranian politics.
As ever, Khamenei
is a fulcrum. The
leader likes to appear
aloof from Iran’s various factions. While
he has backed Rohani
throughout the talks,
Khamenei has kept
a careful ambiguity
— partly to present

The president seems
set for a boost in
the February 2016
parliamentary
elections

a poker face to world powers and
to hedge against talks failing, but
partly also for domestic reasons: to
calm fundamentalists’ fears over
concessions and to counteract any
sense in Iran that talks might lead
to an early, wider rapprochement
with the United States. His comments on the agreement have been
in line with this. While praising the
negotiators, Khamenei has reiterated Iran’s continuing resistance
to the United States and Tehran’s
commitment to keep supporting
its “friends in the region including
the oppressed nations of Palestine,
Yemen, Syria, Iraq, Bahrain and
Lebanon”.
Khamenei’s ambiguity has encouraged critical fundamentalists
to express criticism of the nuclear
talks. Some have attacked the UN
resolution endorsing the Vienna
agreement for crossing Iran’s “red
lines”, while the continuing “martyrdom” of Revolutionary Guards in
Syria and Iraq reinforces fundamentalists’ sense that the United States
is orchestrating hostile forces surrounding Iran. Hence Khamenei has
ruled out talks on resuming formal
diplomatic relations with Washington, broken off following the 1979
revolution.
But critics of the deal can take
their barbs only so far. Like that of
the US Republicans, their criticism
is undermined by their failure to
present a convincing alternative.
Rohani has adopted Khamenei’s
notion of “heroic flexibility” and
seems set to win a political dividend with a more supportive parliament after the February 2016 elections for the 290-member assembly
long dominated by conservatives.
On the other side of the spectrum to
the fundamentalists, the reformists
are also on uncertain ground. When
reformist president Mohammad
Khatami attempted to reach a nuclear agreement with the European
Union in 2003-05, conservatives
feared the reformist “left” would

receive a massive boost as a result.
In practice, what Americans call
the “Nixon goes to China factor”
has meant it has been far easier for
a pragmatic conservative such as
Rohani to secure a deal.
Hence the reformists are unlikely
to benefit from Vienna, at least
in the short term. Khamenei has
already warned against any “exploitation” of the nuclear agreement,
a message to reformists not to take
any encouragement to demand
political or social changes.
The leaders of the Green Movement, Mir-Hossein Mousavi and
Mehdi Karroubi, will probably
remain under house arrest while
Green supporters will be barred
from the parliamentary election
by the watchdog Guardian Council. Other reformists may scrape
through but many will instead back
informal arrangements to support
candidates sympathetic to Rohani.
In any case, it would be a mistake
to simplify any Iranian election.
Many deputies are returned on local or regional issues. A majority
in the current parliament has
supported Speaker Ali Larijani, a stalwart supporter of
the supreme leader who has
combined pragmatism in
foreign policy with a tight
line on social and cultural
issues.
It seems likely that the
next parliament will be
broadly more supportive
of Rohani and he will
certainly need that support if he is to deliver
on his stated aim of
shaking up Iran’s
economy through encouraging the private
sector and stimulating
competition.
Successive presidents
have failed to stop either
their own government or
parliament dipping into
oil revenue as a source of

day-to-day finance or for funding
popular projects, thereby diminishing the productive investment the
economy needs to meet an ambitious 8% growth target and provide
sufficient employment opportunities for a growing labour force.
Both US President Barack Obama
and Rohani have invested time and
effort in the Vienna agreement. For
Obama, this is essentially a legacy
issue, fulfilling an original election
pledge of engaging Iran. For Rohani,
it’s just the beginning.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20
years and
was chief
correspondent
for the
Financial
Times in Iran
from 200307.

Rohani and the crisis
of rising expectations

Ali Alfoneh

I

ranian President Hassan
Rohani’s successful
nuclear diplomacy has
created a crisis of rising
expectations among
Iranians, which he cannot
possibly satisfy prior to
the February 2016 parliamentary elections. There
is a growing belief this will turn
his diplomatic victory with the
July 14th Vienna agreement into a
resounding electoral defeat.
Rohani’s campaign promise to
the voters was very simple: He
would solve the crisis over Iran’s
nuclear programme through
negotiations with world powers
and achieve sanctions relief.
The flood of funds this would
produce, coupled with a competent
economic management — an
implicit reference to incompetent
economic management under
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
— would improve the living
standards of Iranians.
The Iranian public chose to
believe Rohani’s explanation
that the sanctions regime and
Ahmadinejad-era economic
mismanagement were the cause
of their poverty. They also chose
to believe in Rohani’s ability to
solve the nuclear crisis through
diplomacy, achieve
sanctions relief and
ease the economic
hardships of
Iranian families
through competent
management.
With both villains
— the international
sanctions regime and
Ahmadinejad — gone,
the Iranian public
understandably

Rohani and his
supporters risk turning
the historic diplomatic
coup in Vienna into a
dismal defeat at the polls
in February 2016

expects improvement in their living
standards. After all, watching one
European trade delegation after
the other arriving in Tehran, the
Iranian public is right in demanding
its share of the peace dividend
— a dividend Team Rohani has
yet to deliver. Rohani has indeed
managed to turn negative into
positive economic growth and
control galloping inflation to less
than 20%, thus stabilising the rial
against the US dollar.
But the Tehran Stock Exchange
remains cautious in its reactions to
the nuclear deal. Unemployment
remains high, in particular among
the young, and the purchasing
housing remains well beyond
the means of the middle class,
in particular public-sector
employees. Major governmentled infrastructure development
projects and grand-scale
construction have nearly ground to
a halt.
Rohani’s allies and core
supporters are going to great
lengths in defence of his economic
policies. Fatemeh Hashemi
Rafsanjani, daughter of the former
president, expressed hope that
the Iranian public “understands
that Iran’s economy can’t improve
overnight” and will “patiently wait
for the government’s economic
initiatives to improve the plight
of Iranian families”. Abdollah
Ramezanzadeh, government
spokesman under reformist
president Mohammad Khatami,
blames the current problems on
the disastrous economic policies
of the Ahmadinejad era during
which $800 billion of Iran’s
wealth was allegedly squandered.
Ramezanzadeh also says the people
“understand the government’s

problems”.
On the other end
of the political
spectrum,
Rohani’s critics
are, as expected,
fanning the flames
of discontent over Team
Rohani’s economic
performance. Having lost the
nationalist discourse over Iran’s
nuclear programme to Rohani, they
are seeking to regain the political
upper hand by shifting their
attention to the gap between his
pre-election promises and the grim
economic realities of today’s Iran.
Lawmaker Mohammad-Ebrahim
Mohebi has attacked Rohani’s
election slogan “I lived up to my
election promise” by charging:
“The president says we reached an
agreement, but the agreement was
meant to stimulate the economy…
Unemployment has deteriorated
and basic foodstuff has become
more expensive under this
government.”
Meantime, Hassan Abbasi,
a theoretician of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps
(IRGC), seeks to whip up antiRohani anger among young
members of the Guards and the
Basij militia it controls by claiming
that Iran will receive only $4.5
billion in sanctions relief rather
than the probably inflated figure
of $100 billion-$150 billion that’s
being bandied about. The message
is: the Rohani government
is betraying the principles of
“Quranic economy” and is thus
ideologically unsound.
Professor Sadegh Zibakalam
of Tehran University, who
is a defender of the Rohani
administration, correctly blames

the president for raising public
expectations and ignoring the
“fundamental maladies of Iran’s
economy”, such as “inefficacy” and
the “corrupt nature” of a Sovietstyle state-controlled economy”
— none of which are likely to be
solved in the short or even medium
term. What Zibakalam does not
openly mention is the central
role of the rich and powerful
revolutionary foundations (bonyadhaye enqelab) and the IRGC’s
dominant position in the Iranian
economy. These not only absorb
the foreign currency flowing into
Iran but also go to great lengths to
protect their lucrative economic
interests and monopolies.
This scenario does not bode
well for Rohani or his supporters.
Incapable of translating the nuclear
agreement into economic growth
and the realisation of Rohani’s preelection promises, they risk turning
the historic diplomatic coup in
Vienna into a dismal defeat at the
polls in February 2016.
Ali Alfoneh is a specialist on Iran
and the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps. He is a senior fellow
at the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies in Washington.
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Labour outsider Jeremy Corbyn could become
the ultimate insider
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

s Britain’s Labour Party,
reeling from a crushing
election defeat, looks
set to pivot towards the
leadership of left-wing
candidate Jeremy Corbyn, questions are being asked about the foreign policy outlook of a man who
famously described Hezbollah and
Hamas as “friends”.
Corbyn is leading the Labour
leadership race, with some polls
putting him comfortably in front of
challengers Andy Burnham, Yvette
Cooper and Liz Kendall.
Corbyn, an old school leftist, represents a break with the New Labour
leaders — Tony Blair and Gordon
Brown — of the past two decades
and their acolytes. He is the only
Labour leadership candidate running on an anti-austerity platform
and has collected the backing of
unions such as Unite and Unison,
the two largest unions in the United
Kingdom and major backers of the
Labour Party.

Jeremy Corbyn
described Hezbollah
and Hamas as
“friends”
The outsider, now tipped for leadership, follows a radically different
foreign policy than his predecessors. Labour under Corbyn would
likely seek to block the majority Conservative government’s renewed presence in the Middle East.
Although Labour’s seats in parliament have been greatly reduced, a
voting bloc including the left-wing
Scottish National Party (SNP) and
centrist Liberal Democrats, among
others, would be almost strong
enough to challenge the Conservative Party.
Corbyn has consistently voted in

opposition to military intervention
abroad and supports the abolition
of the United Kingdom’s Trident
nuclear weapons programme and
withdrawal from NATO.
In a statement carried by his website, Corbyn says: “I have always
campaigned against neo-colonial
wars that are fought for resources on
the pretence of fighting for human
rights. We need an understanding
of our past and our role in the making of the conflicts today, whether
it be the Sykes-Picot Agreement or
our interventions in the Middle East
post 9/11.”
“I argue for a different type of foreign policy based on political and
not military solutions,” he added.
Explaining his “no” vote against
British air strikes in Iraq, which
came in opposition to Labour’s own
voting platform, Corbyn told CNN:
“I couldn’t see how [bombing ISIS
in Iraq] is going to solve the problem. I could see it extending into a
war in Syria. I could see it extending
to ground forces. And I could see it
creating a sense of martyrdom with
ISIS and increasing their strength,
not weakening them.”
“The issue has to be solved politically in the whole region, it’s not going to be solved by a war,” he added,
saying previous British intervention
in the Middle East had “created”
huge jihadist forces.
Corbyn came under intense pressure in the British media for referring to Hamas and Hezbollah,
groups with ties to proscribed terrorist organisations in the United
Kingdom, as “friends” but has
largely been able to weather the
storm.
In an interview with Channel 4
news, he explained: “I spoke at a
meeting about the Middle East crisis in parliament and there were
people there from Hezbollah. And
I said I welcomed our friends from
Hezbollah to have a discussion and
a debate and I said I wanted Hamas
to be part of that debate. I have met
Hamas in Lebanon and I’ve met

Hezbollah in this country and Lebanon.”
“I use it in a collective way, saying
our friends are prepared to talk…
Does it mean I agree with Hamas
and what it does? No. Does it mean I
agree with Hezbollah and what they
do? No. What it means is that I think
to bring about a peace process, you
have to talk to people with whom
you may profoundly disagree,” he
added.

Labour’s new leader
is to be announced
during a special
conference
September 12th
Many in the left have come out in
support of Corbyn, who dismissed
the furore surrounding his use of
the term “friends” for Hamas and
Hezbollah as “tabloid journalism”.
“Jeremy Corbyn gets attacked for saying we should
talk to Hamas and Hezbollah
but Tony Blair met Hamas
leader Khaled Meshaal three
times in Doha, with David
Cameron’s consent. One rule
for warmongers another for
peace activists?” asked political analyst Charles B.
Anthony.
Corbyn is a well-known
member of the Stop the
War Coalition and was
elected national chairman
of the group in 2001 to help
mobilise opposition to the
Afghanistan war. He was also
a fierce opponent of the Iraq war,
speaking at anti-war rallies in Britain and overseas and played a major
role in organising the largest political protest in modern British history, when more than 1 million people
marched in the streets of London
against the Iraq war.
Labour’s new leader is to be announced during a special conference September 12th.

Outsider. Jeremy Corbyn takes part in a Labour Party leadership
hustings event in Warrington, north-west England, on July 25,
2015.

Global migration crisis as Calais burns
The Arab Weekly Staff

London

O

“

pen the border. We
are ready to die. Let
us go. We are ready
to die,” hundreds of
desperate migrants
chanted in Calais as they strained
against fences, preparing to storm
the Channel Tunnel.
The world is facing a “global
migration crisis”, the British and
French governments warned after
hundreds of migrants charged the
entrance of the Channel Tunnel,
seeking to enter the United Kingdom. The warning comes as an increasing number of people, 110,000
so far in 2015, are crossing the Mediterranean into mainland Europe,
fleeing conflicts in the Middle East
and North Africa.
Illegal migrants tore down fences
and charged through French police
checkpoints at Calais seeking to hop
onto lorries and trains bound for
Britain through the tunnel. French
authorities responded with tear gas
and blockades, increasing security
around the port. On August 2nd,
migrants responded with a blockade of their own, forming a human
barricade on the road leading to the
tunnel.
Elsewhere, striking French ferry
workers set tyres on fire, disrupting
a key motorway leading to the port
and contributing to the chaos that
has engulfed Calais. The My Ferry
Link workers are striking as part of
a long-running dispute over 600 job
losses.

At least nine migrants have been
killed and a number of French security officials have been injured in
clashes at the tunnel.
In an op-ed published by Britain’s
Telegraph newspaper, British Home
Secretary Theresa May and French
counterpart Bernard Cazeneuve
acknowledged the scope of the crisis. “We are both clear: tackling this
situation is the top priority for the
UK and French governments. We
are committed and determined to
solve this, and to solve it together,”
they wrote.
“What we are currently facing is
a global migration crisis. The situation cannot be seen as an issue just
for our two countries. It is a priority

at both a European and international level. Many of those in Calais and
attempting to cross the Channel
have made their way there through
Italy, Greece or other countries.
That is why we are pushing other
member states, and the whole of
the EU, to address this problem at
root,” the op-ed added.

Immigration is the
main source of
concern among
Europeans

The United Kingdom and France
agreed to new measures to deter
illegal immigration from France
into the UK, including more CCTV

French gendarmes block migrants’ access to train tracks which
lead to the Channel Tunnel in Frethun, near Calais, France, on
July 29, 2015.

surveillance, French police reinforcements, extra private security guards and beefed-up fencing,
which will be funded by the UK.
British Prime Minister David
Cameron aroused controversy in a
July 30th television interview, saying: “You have got a swarm of people coming across the Mediterranean, seeking a better life, wanting
to come to Britain because Britain
has got jobs.” Rights groups criticised Cameron’s use of the word
swarm as dehumanising and raised
a broader debate about emotional
language used by British media regarding the migration crisis.
“It’s extremely disappointing
to hear the prime minister using
such irresponsible, dehumanising
language to describe the desperate
men, women and children fleeing
for their lives across the Mediterranean Sea. This sort of rhetoric is
extremely inflammatory and comes
at a time when the government
should be focused on working with
its European counterparts to respond calmly and compassionately
to this dreadful humanitarian crisis,” said Refugee Council Head of
Advocacy Lisa Doyle.
Immigration is the main source of
concern among Europeans, according to a poll released July 31st by the
European Commission. Nearly 40%
of respondents across the European
Union cited immigration as their
top concern, with tens of thousands of migrants fleeing North Africa across the Mediterranean into
Italy, Greece and southern Europe
every month.
While the United Kingdom called
on other European countries to do

more to stem the flow of migrants,
EU officials criticised Cameron for
playing politics over the crisis.
Peter Sutherland, the UN secretary-general’s special representative on international migration,
dubbed Cameron’s reaction to the
crisis as “grossly excessive” given
that Britain receives far fewer applications for sanctuary than other
European countries.
Commenting on the United Kingdom’s reaction to events in Calais,
he told the BBC: “We are talking
about a number of people — a relatively small number in the context
of what other countries are having
to do — who are in terrible conditions and have to be dealt with by
France and/or Britain.”

So far in

2015

110,000 have crossed
the Mediterranean
into mainland Europe

“I think it is most unfortunate to
create an image of hordes of people,
when in reality the highest figure I
have seen for the actual numbers in
the so-called jungle around Calais…
is 10,000,” he added.
Swedish Justice Minister Morgan Johansson also criticised the
French and UK response, calling on
them to take “responsibility” for
not accepting more asylum seekers.
Sweden accepted 30,000 asylum
seekers in 2014 compared to the
United Kingdom taking in 10,000.
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US Congress divided on aid levels to Tunisia
Support for the Arab world’s only democracy however remains strong
Amal Mudallali

Washington

A

soon-to-be
released
poll by the Washington-based International Republican Institute
(IRI) indicated that Tunisians “are not in a great mood”.
And this was before they heard
the news that the US Senate voted
to cut $50 million from the $134.4
million that US President Barack
Obama’s administration requested
for Tunisia for the fiscal year 2016.
The House of Representatives had
approved the administration’s request.
Tunisians might think the supportive rhetoric they heard during
President Beji Caid Essebsi’s visit
in May had evaporated and that, in
the words of a Tunisian diplomat
in Washington, “Tunisia’s success
is taken for granted in the world,
especially in the US.”

The issue will come
up again in the
autumn when the
House and Senate
must reach
agreement on the aid
amount
But the story is not that simple.
American support for Tunisia has
not vanished, either within the
administration or in Congress.
Support was very visible during a
July 14th hearing on Tunisia in the
House Foreign Affairs Committee
when the chairwoman of the Subcommittee on the Middle East and
North Africa, Ileana Ros-Lehtinen,
R-Fla., said “the stability of Tunisia and the viability of its democratic transition is not only strategically important to the US and the
region but to all of us who believe
in democracy”.

Rep. Ted Deutch, D-Fla., echoed the sentiment, saying it is in
the national security interests of
the United States to assist Tunisia
militarily, economically, politically
and socially. He lauded Tunisia’s
progress since 2011.
IRI President Mark Green, who
testified at the House hearing, said
“While we cannot and should not
choose Tunisia’s path ourselves,
where a country has taken courageous steps to shape its own future
— a future that is democratic and
which respects human liberty — I
believe it is in our vital interests to
come forward and support them”.
Bipartisan support was reflected
in the House vote to approve the
full $134.4 million in assistance
requested by the administration, a
$50 million increase from the previous fiscal year.
But the Senate approved only
$86.9 million for Tunisia. Both
houses of Congress must agree on
the amount before the legislation
becomes law.
The Senate’s vote was not received well by Tunisia’s friends in
Washington, especially democracy
promotion advocates who hope
the Tunisian model will show the
way for other states.
William Lawrence, president of
the American Tunisian Association
(ATA), said the Senate was sending
“the wrong message at the wrong
time and in the wrong way”.
But observers said the Senate’s
action has nothing to do with declining support for Tunisia and
everything to do with domestic
American politics.
Everybody you speak with in
Washington insists that the cut is
due “primarily for budgetary reasons”, said Stephen McInerney,
executive director for the Project
on the Middle East Democracy
(POMED). But he said he was surprised that “no one on the appropriations committee in the Senate
took the initiative and advocated
for Tunisia to get what it needed”.

Witness panel before US House subcommittee hearing.
So the “default was to give the
same amount as last year”, he
said, adding that he considers it an
“oversight”.
McInerney and others said they
find it hard to believe that the Senate could not find the additional
funds for Tunisia. He suggested
trimming Egypt’s aid, which totals $1.3 billion, to meet Tunisia’s
need. He said doing so would
be “taking away from a state
that is moving in the wrong direction”.
Although Tunisia has many supporters in the Senate, none spoke
out openly in favour of the aid increase.
The issue will come up again in
the autumn when the House and
Senate must reach agreement on
the aid amount. Already, Tunisia’s

friends — as well as its ambassador
in Washington — are lobbying senators. In the meantime, there are
concerns about Tunisia expressed
in Congress, even by the North African country’s supporters.

American support
for Tunisia has not
vanished, either
within the
administration or in
Congress
Deutch, for example, said “Tunisia cannot complete its democratic transition and fully stabilise
if the economy does not grow”
and called for a more open economy.

(Photo: www.iri.org)
McInerney said that fighting
terrorism must not lead to rolling
back progress in democracy and
freedoms. He pointed to “alarming
steps” in Tunisia’s new anti-terrorism law. Deutch agreed, saying he
hopes that Tunisia “does not sacrifice its progress in the name of
security”.
The next few months will be
critical in determining the level of
support Tunisia receives from the
United States and this depends
on the steps that its government
takes. The democratic transition in
Tunisia must be perceived as moving forward in order for the support to swell and the aid to flow.
Amal Mudallali is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Republican-led opposition unlikely to scuttle Iran deal
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

I

ntensive lobbying is under
way in Washington by proponents and opponents of
the Iran nuclear deal. The US
Congress has begun a 60-day
review process that will end with a
resolution to either approve or reject the deal.
Facing nearly unanimous Republican opposition, US President
Barack Obama, a Democrat, is hoping that enough Democrats support him to prevent a veto-proof
two-thirds majority against the
deal. And Obama is counting on the
American public to persuade reluctant Democrats to side with him.
Although the vote is expected to
be close, Obama is likely to prevail.
Republicans were quick to denounce the Iran nuclear agreement
before they even read it. Every Republican leader in Congress and
nearly every Republican presidential candidate sharply criticised
the deal. Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., accused
the Obama administration of wanting to reach “the best deal acceptable to Iran rather than actually advancing our national goal of ending
Iran’s nuclear programme”.
Senator Tom Cotton, R-Ark., said
the deal would give Iran billions of
dollars to finance terrorism against
the United States and its allies and
would ultimately “pave the way for

US Republican presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz, R-Texas,
talks to demonstrators across from the White House in
Washington, on July 23, 2015.
Iran to obtain a nuclear weapon”.
During testimony before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee on July 23rd, US Secretary of
State John Kerry was the object of
personal scorn. Committee Chairman Bob Corker, R-Tenn., who is
normally measured in his comments, told Kerry that he had been
“fleeced” in the negotiations. Senator Jim Risch, R-Idaho, told Kerry
that he had been “bamboozled”.
Kerry gave a spirited defence
of the agreement. Addressing accusations that the administration
“failed to obtain a better deal”,

Kerry said it was unrealistic to insist on Iran’s “complete capitulation” as many wanted. He said Iran
has extensive knowledge of the
nuclear fuel cycle and “we can’t
bomb” or sanction “this knowledge away”.
Kerry warned that if Congress
rejected the nuclear agreement
it would mean the United States
would be “walking away from
every one of the restrictions we
have achieved” and would be giving Iran “a green light to double the
pace of its uranium enrichment”.
Kerry said the deal was “the best

chance we have to solve this problem through peaceful means”.
Obama has said that, while he
welcomes a “robust debate” on the
merits of the agreement, he would
veto a resolution of disapproval.
Opponents of the deal would need
a two-thirds majority to override
the veto.
This translates to 290 votes in the
House and 67 votes in the Senate.
As Republicans control both houses of Congress, they are assured of
simple majorities but they say they
can persuade enough Democrats
to oppose the president and reach
a two-thirds majority. Although
Republicans may succeed in reaching 290 votes in the House, getting two-thirds of the Senate will
be much more difficult. Obama is
looking to muster 34 votes from
Senate Democrats to prevent a veto
override but the lobbying efforts on
both sides have been intense and
likely will remain so.
The White House is expected to
maintain a sustained campaign in
favour of the agreement until Congress votes on it in mid-September.
The agreement’s opponents, meanwhile, have started a major television advertising campaign against
it.
Polls of the American people on
the issue have been mixed. A Washington Post/ABC poll indicated 56%
of Americans questioned said they
support the nuclear agreement,
while 37% oppose it. But a Pew Research Center poll showed of the
79% of American respondents who

said they had heard of the agreement, 48% disapproved of it and
38% approved of it.
The discrepancy lies in how the
question was framed. The Pew poll
asked people if they had heard of
the agreement and “from what you
know, do you approve or disapprove?” The Washington Post/ABC
poll asked a longer question: “As
you may know, the US and other
countries have announced a deal to
lift economic sanctions against Iran
in exchange for Iran agreeing not to
produce nuclear weapons. International inspectors would monitor
Iran’s facilities, and if Iran is caught
breaking the agreement, economic
sanctions would be imposed again.
Do you support or oppose this
agreement?”

Senator Tom Cotton,
R-Ark., said the deal
would give Iran
billions of dollars to
finance terrorism
Senator Marco Rubio, R-Fla.,
and a presidential candidate, said
Senate Democrats face a “stark
choice”: stand with Obama on
the nuclear deal or stand with the
American people. Obama is hoping
there is not much daylight between
Senate Democrats and the American people, at least as expressed in
the Washington Post/ABC poll. But
he will need to continue to press
the agreement’s merits to ensure
victory.
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Jobless Jordanians seek employment in Israel
Raied T. Shuqum

Amman

I

brahim Salahat worked for ten
years at a four-star hotel in Jordan’s famed tourist attraction
of Petra, climbing the ladder
gradually from the kitchen to
housekeeping and ending up as an
assistant receptionist until the hotel
closed in early 2015.
The father of seven has since been
looking for a job but did not find one
until he learned about vacancies in
the Israeli Red Sea resort of Eilat.
“Why not work in Eilat?” Salahat
exclaimed in an interview with The
Arab Weekly, rebuffing popular antiIsraeli sentiments among Jordanians, many of whom are of Palestinian origin and blame Israel for their
displacement.

A crackdown on
illegal Asian and
African workers in
Eilat has caused a
manpower shortage
“At the end of the day, I have to
put bread on the table. added the
resident of Wadi Musa on Petra’s
edge.
Jordan and Israel maintain cordial
relations under a 1994 peace treaty,
Israel’s second with an Arab country
after Egypt. They have close trade
ties, joint ventures and security
cooperation. But the Israeli labour
market had been kept out of the relationship clearly because of Israeli
security concerns to hire non-Palestinian Arab workers.
Many Jordanians have applied
for visas and visited Israel, the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip. Some who
overstayed their visas have been

expelled. Those who visited were
mainly from Palestinian families
that lost their homes in Israel proper
as well as the West Bank and Gaza in
Arab-Israeli wars since 1948. Their
fate is to be determined in final status Palestinian-Israeli peace talks.
A crackdown on illegal Asian and
African workers in Eilat has caused
a manpower shortage. Endeavours
to entice Israelis to work in the Eilat
tourism industry were not successful even with the launch of unprecedented campaigns Eilat hotel owners have long complained that they
were short of workers for the difficult minimum wage jobs, such as
construction, wall painting, maintenance and housekeeping.
With West Bank Palestinians facing road closures, which hamper
daily travel in Israel, and Gaza Strip
residents living under a stringent Israeli blockade, the Jordanians were
a suitable option.
Salahat and many of those applying for the 1,500 job postings
in Eilat are East Bank Jordanians,
with no Palestinian ancestry. They
come from Bedouin tribal families.
Jordan’s tourism sector is suffering.
Regional tension has taken its toll
on the industry as potential visitors,
concerned about security issues,
go elsewhere. The industry is the
second most significant source of
hard currency after the remittances
from Jordanian expatriates working
abroad.
Under an agreement, Jordanian
workers obtain multiple entry work
permits in Israel, allowing them to
return to Jordan on a daily basis. The
plan is to have Jordanian workers
gather at the Eilat border crossing,
where they are security checked,
and then bused to work places.
They must remain on the premises
for their shifts, after which they are
transported to the border crossing.

OPEC chief says oil
cartel ‘not ready’
to cut production

Replacing illegal immigrants. A 2012 picture of an illegal
immigrant being taken from his apartment to a detention centre
before his expulsion by the Israeli immigration officers in Eilat.
If a worker has to remain in Israel for
a few days at a time, the worker will
need a special permit.
In a statement, the Israeli government said its deal to absorb Jordanians into the Eilat labour market may
improve regional stability and help
the Jordanian economy.
Jordan is saddled by a multibillion-dollar foreign debt, a record
budget deficit, rising inflation and
unemployment, which is officially
set at 12.9% in the first quarter of
2015, up from 12.3% in the last quarter of 2014.
Unofficial estimates put unemployment at 30%.
Jordanian government officials
declined to comment publicly. Privately, however, one official said
Jordan will “do all it can for its citizens but that doesn’t mean we have
to publicise it, especially during
these very volatile times”.
“The workers’ agreement with Is-

rael is good with all sides, from the
hotels in Eilat to the workers themselves, benefitting,” the official added. He declined to be identified, citing the sensitivity of his comment.
The plan, which was approved in
June, will be implemented in three
stages, each of which will employ
500 Jordanians to work in the hospitality industry in Eilat.
The permits open opportunities
for jobs available mostly in cleaning,
dishwashing and housekeeping.
“This arrangement may help the
roller-coaster relationship between
Israel and Jordan and it will for sure
help Jordan deal with the high rate
of unemployment in the south of
the country. So technically, it’s a
good thing,” said an economist, who
asked not to be named.
Raied T. Shuqum, based in Amman,
has reported on regional issues
since 1999.

Egypt’s old trains in need of facelift
Yasser Ahmed

Cairo

W

hen he got on the
train a few months
ago on the way from
Cairo to his home
village in the southern province of Asyut, Ahmed Abdel-Monem saw two hawkers fighting. A few seconds later, one of the
hawkers stabbed the other to death.
However, Abdel-Monem, a civil
servant in his early 40s, said this
was not his most terrifying or disquieting experience on Egypt’s rickety and creaky trains, which he uses
twice every week travelling to and
from work in Cairo.
“Using the trains has always
been an awful experience to me,”
Abdel-Monem said. Egypt’s railway
system, which recently entered its
165th year of operation, may be the
oldest in Africa and the Arab region.
But the country’s railway is a mere
shadow in terms of reliable service
of what the foreign engineers envisaged when British occupiers created
it.
Egypt’s trains travel reach every
corner of the country, with tracks
extending about 5,000 kilometres.
They cover the Nile Delta, the northern Mediterranean cities of Alexandria and Marsa Matrouh and Egypt’s
southernmost provinces of Aswan
and Luxor.
While the railway is huge in every
sense of the word, it is also worn
out, suffers from neglect and is a
source of pain for the passengers,
rather than a source of comfort.
About 1.4 million Egyptians use
the trains every day to reach destinations hundreds of kilometres
from home or work. But to reach
their destinations, they have to deal
with the realities of the train system.
Hawkers are common on the
trains; toilets are rarely cleaned;
chairs are broken and air-condition-

ers are not working at best, non-existent at worst.
“Our railway system lags far behind its peers in other countries,”
leading transport expert Mustafa
Sabry said. while the stations are
not fit for human use.”
Egypt’s diesel-powered, state-run
trains employ about 86,000 workers, mechanics, drivers, conductors,
engineers and administrative staff.
Poorly paid, these employees work
to keep the service going but often
their efforts fail to resuscitate a service older than some countries in
the Middle East.
Inside the workshops of the Rail-

Briefs

way Authority — the government
agency running the service — workers try to maintain the trains and
replace worn-out parts. Poor maintenance has turned the trains into a
source of death.
Train crashes are common in
Egypt, claiming the lives of hundreds of people each year. In November 2012 a train rammed into a
school bus 350 kilometres south of
Cairo, killing at least 50 schoolchildren aged 4-6. In January 2013 a
passenger train travelling to Cairo
from the central province of Sohag
derailed, killing 19 people.
“The human factor is a very im-

portant thing in managing this service,” Abdel Fattah Fekry, the head
of the guild of the railway workers,
said. “This is why we always strive
to give training to the workers so
that they can avoid making fatal
mistakes.”
Nevertheless, most of the train
accidents in Egypt were blamed on
railway workers, with negligence on
the part of train drivers said to be responsible for most of them.
Over the past three years, the revenues of the Railway Authority receded 25-28%, posing yet more challenges for railway planners.
Nagwa Albeir, spokeswoman for
the Railway Authority, said current
authority management inherited
huge problems from its predecessors.

Over the past three
years, the revenues
of the Railway
Authority receded
25-28%
“There are endless technical and
financial problems that beset this
service,” Albeir said. “But this does
not mean that we should ignore the
good work done now to improve the
service.”
That work includes modernisation of trains and stations. Authority workers are manufacturing train
carriages designed to be more comfortable than current ones, according to Transport Minister Hani Dahi.
Egypt also plans to import new
trains from China and other countries. Nevertheless, Fekry, the head
of the railway workers guild, says
most of the work done to modernise
the railways does not fit the history
of the service.
“I really have hope that things will
become better in the future,” Fekry
said.

More than 5,000 kilometres of tracks.

Yasser Ahmed is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

OPEC Secretary-General Abdalla
El-Badri said the oil producers’
cartel is not planning to cut production despite the fall in crude prices
and concerns about the addition of
Iranian oil in the market.
“We met in December last year
and we met in June this year. We
decided to keep our production at
30 million barrels a day, the same as
before. We are not ready to reduce
our production,” Badri said after a
meeting in Moscow with Russia’s
energy minister.
The Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has
maintained output levels despite a
supply glut, extending the strategy
of oil powerhouse Saudi Arabia,
which aims to preserve market
share and fend off competition
from booming US shale.
Oil prices recently dropped to
their lowest levels in months on the
back of concerns over the global
oversupply. The fall followed a rebound in prices after a steep slump
in summer 2014. Badri’s recent
comments caused another drop in
oil prices.
(Agence France Presse)

Dubai property
giant Emaar’s
profit up 12% in
first half
Dubai-based developer Emaar
Properties reported a 12% rise in
net profits for the first six months
of 2015 due to high revenues from
its shopping malls and hotels.
Increased revenues from retail and
hospitality businesses helped bring
first half net profits to $600 million,
the property giant said in a news
release.
Emaar, best known for building the world’s highest tower Burj
Khalifa, saw overall revenues
increase 13% in the first half of the
year, it said. For the second quarter,
the company reported a 16% rise in
net profits.
In 2014, Emaar, which also owns
one of the world’s largest shopping
centres, the Dubai Mall, recorded
a net annual profit of $897 million,
compared to $699 million in 2013.
(Agence France Presse)

Turkey’s troubles
deal new blow to
stumbling
economy
The end to a ceasefire with Kurdish rebels and political uncertainty
after inconclusive June elections
are compounding already mounting
problems for Turkey’s stuttering
economy, analysts say.
Attacks by Kurdistan Workers
Party (PKK) rebels in south-eastern
Turkey and air strikes by Turkish
jets in northern Iraq brought back
memories of the 1990s when the
country was often in economic,
political and security chaos.
The deterioration of the security
situation is affecting Turkey’s tourism sector, which boomed in recent
years to become one of the sources
of the improved economic prosperity under the rule of President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan. Growth slowed to
2.4% in 2014 while the Turkish lira
suffered massive depreciation and
the Istanbul stock market lost 20%
in value since the start of 2015.
(The Associated Press)
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Jordan: To cool off, a man rides his horse in a water stream south of the ancient Roman ruins of Jerash. (Photo: Nader Daoud)

Unprecedented heat wave batters Mideast
The Arab Weekly Staff

Amman

A

n unusually powerful
heat wave, coupled with
unseasonable sand and
thunder storms, swept
across the Middle East,
disrupting power and air traffic in
Jordan, forcing Iraq to declare a
public holiday and sending people
to the beaches across the region.
In southern parts of the Levant,
including Syria’s capital, Damascus, Jordan, Iraq’s vast western
desert, the Palestinian territories
and south-eastern Israel, unusually strong winds drove enormous
sandstorms which blanketed cities
and sent frightened people indoors
to take cover.
“Oh my God, this is Armageddon!” exclaimed Amman secretary
Nadia Rawad, 26, as she abandoned a bank teller machine when
whistling winds brought towering
clouds of dust. The storm blocked
out the sun, turning visibility to

zero and transforming the landscape with colourful shades of yellow and orange.
“I’ve never seen anything like
this in my life,” whispered puzzled
Amman bookstore owner Ibrahim
Jalad, 49, pointing to the raging
dust storm as temperatures hit 48
degrees Celsius mid-afternoon on
August 2nd.

Jordan’s Civil
Defence Department
reported 32 cases of
sunstroke and
dehydration on
August 2nd alone
Amman’s main international airport diverted at least three incoming flights and delayed the departure of scores of others as the storm
peaked in the late afternoon.
In eastern Jordan, an unseasonable thunderstorm hit the vast
desert shared with Iraq’s Anbar
province. Southern Jordan also
received rain, but not parched Amman, which depends on winter

Egypt: Children jump into the Nile in Cairo to escape the heat.

rainfall for nearly two-thirds of its
water needs.
Hussein Momani, the chief forecaster at the Jordan Meteorological
Department (JMD), said it was the
first time Jordan had received rain
in August in 80 years.
“The instability is caused by low
pressure accompanied with a heat
wave from India passing through
the Arabian peninsula,” Momani
said, referring to the storm’s route
through Gulf Arab states.
He said the heat wave, which began on July 28th and was predicted
to last until August 6th, reached
its peak on August 2nd. That day,
temperatures on the eastern edge
of Amman reached 47 degrees, the
highest since 1974 when temperatures peaked at 48.8 degrees.
In the Jordan Valley, the country’s food basket, temperatures of
52 degrees were reported.
It was slightly cooler in Lebanon,
where a chain of mountains parallel to the eastern Mediterranean coast rise more than
3,000 metres and see snow
for a good part of the year.

Below
in Beirut, on
the Mediterranean coast,
people struggled with
water and power outages
caused by damage at the
country’s second largest
power plant. The temperature hovered around
37 degrees but exceeded
40 in the lower plains of the
central Bekaa valley.
The Civil Defence force said it
had put out several forest fires
driven by hot winds blowing across
the country, including big blazes in
southern Lebanon’s villages of Kfar
Kila and Deir Mimas. Syria also reported several large fires.
“Even nature is against Lebanon.
A heat wave is all we need. It adds
to this country’s misfortunes,”
complained May Lahoud. She was
referring to Lebanon’s political

and economic hardships, rendered
worse by a refugee influx from the
Syrian conflict.
In Beirut on the weekend of August 2-3, overwhelming heat limited movement, leaving streets almost deserted.
Many Lebanese preferred to stay
indoors. If an outing was a must,
they headed to air conditioned
shopping malls.
“You cannot breathe outside. I
prefer to stay in a closed air-conditioned area all day long until this
wave from hell is over,” Lahoud
added.
In Israel, Iraq, the Palestinian
territories, Jordan and Lebanon,
TV and radio announcements cautioned people against direct exposure to the midday sun. Jordan’s
Civil Defence Department reported
32 cases of sunstroke and dehydration on August 2nd alone.
The same day, Syria’s Sweida
province, along Jordan’s northern
border, health officials treated
dozens of cases with breathing
problems.
In Syria, the site of a long civil
war, power cuts limited electricity to four hours a day, half
of what is was before the heat
wave.
Temperatures, which peaked
at 42 degrees on August 2nd,
were still expected to be in the
high 30s — eight to nine degrees
above the seasonal average — until
August 6th, according to Weather.
com.
Yasser Ali, a resident of the
middle-class Damascus neighbourhood of Mazzeh, strolled in a
public park with his wife and three
children to enjoy the night breeze.
“At home, it feels like being in an
oven,” Ali said in an area of the capital that, like Jordan, was blanketed
with dust.
In Syria’s northern Raqqa province, the Islamic State’s stronghold,
Syrians flocked to the banks of the
River Euphrates. Some cooled off
by swimming in the river and many
families spent nights on its banks.
In the Gaza Strip, electricity is
also available for just four hours a
day, making it impossible to stay
indoors and driving many to sleep
in the street or on the beach.
In Iraq, electricity is available

to households about eight hours a
day, but still the government declared July 30th and August 2nd
heat-related public holidays. On
those days, temperatures hit 56 degrees for the first time in more than
a decade. At night, the temperature
only dropped to 48.
“It is hell,” complained Jassim
Kaabi, 38. “You can barely work,
walk or have the energy to do anything.”
Ice-making firms in the southern
port city of Basra reported a 120%
increase in demand. These businesses, which sell large chunks of
ice to food stores, are common in
Iraq, Syria, Libya and other countries plagued with power outages
that hamper refrigeration.

In Iraq temperatures
hit 56 degrees C for
the first time in more
than a decade
In Egypt, the heat was so intense
that Cairo street hawker Ali Abdullah, 13, kept pouring water on his
head to cool himself off.
“It is really intolerable,” Abdullah said of the temperature in the
Egyptian capital. “I had really
hoped to stay at home but I had to
go to the street to earn a living.”
Many Egyptians, however, remained indoors to escape the
scorching heat.
Egypt, which is usually known
for milder weather, is having almost its worst heat wave in years,
with temperatures rising to 38 degrees. To cope with the rising heat,
people who must be outdoors, like
Abdullah, are improvising. Some
have been seen jumping into the
Nile from bridges linking Cairo’s
districts. Younger children were
seen splashing in the cool waters of
street fountains.
Contributed to this report:
JJ Halaby, the Levant section
editor based in Jordan, Samar
Kadi, the Society and Travel
section editor in Lebanon,
Khalil Hamlo in Syria, Amr
Emam in Egypt, Linda Maayah in
Jordan, Omar Hejab in Iraq and
Saud Abu Ramadan in the Gaza
Strip.
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The ‘A word’ emerging?
Atheism in the Arab world is more
visible but not necessarily growing
Nadine Sayegh

Beirut

T

he words “Arab” and
“atheist” rarely appear
hand in hand, but they
are increasingly in evidence in the Middle East
as the very small minority of Arab
atheists become more visible.
However, their numbers are difficult to measure.
Brian Whitaker, former Middle
East editor at The Guardian newspaper and author of Arabs Without
God, told The Arab Weekly: “The
numbers appear to be growing but
it’s hard to be sure and impossible
to measure.
“Arab atheists are certainly becoming more visible, mainly as a
result of social media, which give
people an opportunity to express
their views.”
But Omar Salha, a teaching fellow from the School of Oriental
and African Studies at the University of London, challenged the
notion that atheism was growing
among Arab youth.
Citing a recent study by the Pew
Research Center, Salha said: “Over
70% of young people, aged 18-34,
in the Palestinian territories, Tunisia, Iraq, Jordan, Morocco and
Egypt say religion is very important in their lives and over 55%
pray several times a day.”
Salha’s comments were backed
by Hassan Hammoud, a sociologist
at the Lebanese American University. “I don’t think that there is a
rise of atheism in Arab society, or
at least if there are few cases they

do not form a social phenomenon,”
he said. “This is partially due to the
cohesive nature of the Arab family
and the Arab society, which are to a
great extent determined by strong
patriarchal relationships among its
members, strong cohesive bonds, a
set of common values and beliefs,
which few members could or are
allowed to escape.”
It is because of these cultural
dynamics that measuring atheism
quantitatively in a traditional and
religious community can often fail
to reflect the reality.
One high-profile case is that of
Waleed al-Husseini, a Palestinian
living in exile in France and author
of a recently published book written in French entitled Blasphemer!
The Prisons of God.
Husseini fled his home in the
West Bank fearing for his safety
after ten months of imprisonment
by the Palestinian Authority for alleged blasphemy. Raised as a Sunni
Muslim, he questioned those beliefs after discovering what he saw
as injustices in the scripture.
When he first questioned Islam,
he approached his teachers, and
when he was still unsatisfied, he
asked clerics in his hometown of
Qalqilya. “I received the same responses from both… I was told
these questions are ‘haram’ (sinful). They are from Satan. You
should go and pray, then you will
not have these questions any
longer,” Husseini said. While the
numbers remain low, many among
the region’s atheists are putting
forward the argument that atheist
sentiments are growing as a result
of failing local communities.
“A lot of ex-Muslims say their

journey to atheism began when
they started asking questions
about divine justice. For example,
wondering why God would punish people for being non-believers
even if they were still basically
good people,” Whitaker said.
The decision to come out as an
atheist, rarely made on a whim, is
made difficult in the Middle East.
Not only is there a palpable fear of
government reprimand, but more
frightening for many young Arabs
is the reaction from their families
and surrounding communities.
Like many others, Husseini’s
godlessness estranged him from
his family and community.
“If you want to avoid religion, it’s
much more difficult to do that in
the Middle East than in many other
parts of the world.
A lot of this is because of the social and governmental pressures,”
Whitaker said. “Another important
factor is that the system makes it
very difficult for people to explore
alternatives. Whether we’re talking
about other religions, other interpretations of Islam or no religion
at all.”
While the combination of Islamic
fundamentalism, Christian disenfranchisement and rising JudeoZionism creates an environment
that can lead to war and instability,
straying from “the righteous path”
is attributed almost exclusively to
the society itself.
“When society is built around religion and governments acquire religious credentials to bolster their
legitimacy, it’s logical that people
who question the social and political systems may eventually also
find themselves questioning reli-
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Pew survey, March 13, 2014.
gion,” Whitaker added.
Gino Raidy, an atheist and civil
rights activist who writes Gino’s
Blog in his native Lebanon, said he
believes that atheism is on the rise
in the region.
“Everyone loves stuff like Jon
Stewart, The Simpsons and Family
Guy,” he said “Bit by bit, it’s normalising something that was once
taboo. Plus, the rise of religious extremism has pushed more people
away from their faith,” Raidy told
The Arab Weekly.
While all struggles for increased
personal liberties have tough beginnings, atheists in the region are

faced with an even harsher reality.
Even the most liberal minds in the
Arab world will say that the society
is eons away from accepting such
beliefs.
Where even the most universally accepted natural rights such
as gender equality are struggling
to break through in a culture and
community so entwined in religious ideology, godlessness will
continue to be the “sin” of a select
group of disenfranchised.
Nadine Sayegh is a Lebanese
freelance journalist based between
Dubai and Beirut.

Jordan deals with different faces of human trafficking
Raied T. Shuqum

Amman

S

amira, in her 20s, travelled
from Egypt a few years ago
to work in a hotel in Jordan,
hoping she would make
money to help her family
back home.
Upon arrival, Samira’s employer
asked her to sign several papers,
including a contract threatening financial penalties reaching 10,000
Jordanian dinars ($14,000) if she
violated its terms.
A few days later, she learnt the
contract was a total scam.
“On the first day of work, she was
sent to work in a nightclub — and
this was not part of her contract.
But because she has already signed
a contract with fines, she was
forced to work in the nightclub,”
said Makram Odeh, head of a Jordanian Women’s Union shelter dealing
with human trafficking cases.

Many cases go
unreported because
people do not know
what their rights and
duties are
“Samira was later forced to work
as a prostitute as her employer also
took her passport away,” Odeh said.
She said Samira was one of more
than 600 cases of human trafficking that authorities have dealt with
since 2007, although there are believed to be many other cases that
go unreported.
“A few weeks after working as
a prostitute, some people helped
Samira contact us and we intervened and secured her release,
provided her with psychological

support at the centre and then she
returned home,” Odeh said.
Officially, prostitution is banned
in Jordan, a largely conservative
patriarchal Muslim society where
men have the final say in all family matters. However, brothels exist
and are frequented by both Jordanians and foreigners. The government turns a blind eye to prostitution, considered a misdemeanour
punishable by a prison term ranging
from one month to three years.
Street prostitution also exists,
especially in the low-income districts, such as downtown Amman.
The prostitutes are mainly Russian,
Ukrainian, Filipina, Moroccan, Tunisian, Syrian, Iraqi, Palestinian and
Jordanian.
Generally, prostitution is confined to larger cities, such as the
capital, which is home to 30% of
the country’s 7.5 million people.
Remote governorates uphold conservative traditions, which include
a prohibition on mixing the sexes in
public.
Jordan enacted an anti-human
trafficking law in March 2009. The
kingdom also ratified the UN Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime and its supplemental
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children but
that has not helped victims such as
Samira and others.
Officially, the Labour Ministry reported that the number of human
trafficking cases increased from 92
in 2013 to 165 in 2014.
Labour Minister Nidal Katamine
said his office offered shelter to
more than 100 possible victims of
human trafficking in addition to
residency, labour fee exemptions
and return airline tickets.
But Katamine insisted that Jordan
achieved an advanced rank in com-

Exploiting misery.
bating the problem, citing a 2014 US
Department of State Annual Global
Trafficking in Persons report.
The report said that Jordan is a
destination and transit country for
adults and children subjected to
forced labour and, to a lesser extent,
sex trafficking. It said some encountered forced labour through the
unlawful withholding of passports,
delayed payment of wages, long
working hours, forced overtime, unsanitary living conditions and verbal
and physical abuse. Laila, another
woman from Syria, who married a
Jordanian back in her country, arrived in Jordan a few years ago. Her
husband took away her passport
and forced her to work as a beggar.
Odeh’s institution intervened and
sent her back to her country.
Another case Odeh said she dealt
with involved an Asian woman who
was in Jordan on a contract to work
as a housemaid for one household

but ended up working in several
houses.
“We solved many of the cases we
dealt with but there are many others
that we do not know of,” she said.
Most of the human trafficking victims are from Syria, Egypt, Morocco
and Asia, she said. Some of the victims are Jordanian women who are
sexually harassed by their employers, Odeh added.
Sociologist Hussein Khuzai attributed the rise in human trafficking to
a lack of awareness among Jordanians, since the majority do not know
that some of their acts can be classified as crimes.
“Many Jordanian families force
their housemaid to do too much
work and on top of that to work also
for relatives. This is a very common
example of a human trafficking case
that is widespread in Jordan, but
people do not know it is a crime,”
Khuzai said.

The ignorance of what makes a
human trafficking crime is the reason that not many cases are officially reported, Khuzai said. “When
people hear ‘human trafficking’,
they think it is a Western term that
is not found in our societies but unfortunately it is.”
Many cases go unreported because people do not know what their
rights and duties are. They might be
subject to a human trafficking crime
but do not know it is a crime punishable by law, Khuzai explained.
He said common examples of human trafficking in Jordan are organised groups of beggars across the
country who force children to work
as beggars.
“There’s also the exploitative,
usually involuntary selling of kidneys and, more recently, there are
many cases of people who receive
money to be guinea pigs for new
medicines,” Khuzai said.
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Angry Iraqis protest poor services
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

T

housands of Iraqis, angry at insufficient or lowquality basic state services, took to the streets
in demonstrations spread
over several days demanding the
government improve living conditions.
Surprisingly, Shia Muslims, who
form the bedrock of popular support for Iraq’s government, were
the driving force behind the protests that began in mid-July in
Baghdad and spread to other provinces, mostly in the Shia-dominated south and parts of the north.
Despite the intensity, it was unlikely that the so far peaceful, but
noisy, protests would lead to the
collapse of Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi’s cabinet, which took office in August 2014.
“There’s a general consensus to
give Abadi time to make the improvements he promised to the
population in terms of better services and infrastructure, ending
state corruption, fighting Islamic
State (ISIS) militants and reviving
the economy,” said Khalil Ibrahim,
an economics professor at the University of Mosul.
“These protests are meant to vent
popular anger at the existing poor
services, such as rampant power
cuts that are aggravating a sweltering heat wave, but it is highly unlikely that they will lead to toppling
the government,” Ibrahim told The
Arab Weekly in an interview.
Iraq produces about 12,000 megawatts (MW) of electricity a day
from fuel-run power stations across
the country, while the total daily

demand from households is 20,000
MW.
Electrical engineering Professor
Ali Bakri said although Iraq has approached Chinese and Korean firms
to help build more power stations,
the “end result will be futile”.
“The government must first rehabilitate the existing network, which
is malfunctioning because of continued military operations, militant
violence and theft,” Bakri said.
He rebuked the government for
its supply of four to ten hours a
day of power to Iraqi homes. “It’s
not that the current isn’t available
24/7, the distribution is random
and doesn’t follow a regular or set
programme whereby people would
know when to expect the cut and
when power will resume,” he said.

On August 1st, Iraqis
demonstrated over
the quality of water
in the southern city
of Basra
The protests began sporadically
in mid-July in Baghdad over power
shortages, which Iraqis say are exacerbating a heat wave that swept
across the Middle East and North
Africa in late July and early August.
The demonstrations picked up
July 29th, when some 300 railway
employees cut the main train line
to Baghdad to protest delays in receiving wages, which were due to
be paid on July 23rd.
In central Baghdad, on the night
of July 31st, hundreds of people
gathered to protest severe power
outages, an enduring problem Iraqis blame on government corruption.
On August 1st, Iraqis demonstrated over the quality of water in

the southern city of Basra. About
500 people, waving banners and
Iraqi flags, protested in front of the
governor’s office to demand a solution to the long-running problem of
salty tap water.
“We want the governor and the
provincial council out because
they are liars and only make empty
promises,” said one of the protesters, oilfield worker Hameed Basrawi.
“They keep promising to end the
electricity cuts but things are getting worse. The temperatures, with
the current heat wave exceed 55 degrees and we only receive electricity for four hours a day.”
When the governor’s deputy
went out to hear their demands,
demonstrators pelted him with
plastic water bottles and insisted
on seeing the governor.
Nameer Jassim, 42, an employee
at the South Oil Co, said Basra residents were increasingly frustrated
at their region’s inability to capitalise on its massive oil wealth.
“Basra is bankrolling the whole
country, but we do not even have
suitable water for drinking,” Jassim
said.
A port city in southern Iraq,
Basra has some of the most significant oilfields in the country, which
sits atop the world’s second largest proven oil reserves after Saudi
Arabia. Basra’s oil output accounts
for most of the more than 3 million barrels of oil Iraq exports every
day.
Yet the region remains underdeveloped and suffers from chronic
power outages, poor water quality,
uncollected waste, poor road infrastructure and a lack of urban planning. All that has led to a growing
number of Basra’s residents calling
for autonomy.

An Iraqi protester takes part in a demonstration against power
cuts and water shortages in Basra province, on August 1, 2015.

Tattoo craze finds followers in Jordan
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

W

hether a sign of
rebellious
youth,
making a fashion
statement or imitating the West, getting
tattooed is a fad embraced by many
young Arabs.
“When I had my tattoo done a
few years ago in Cyprus, my friends
went crazy over it and some even
did the same,” Amman high school
teacher Salma, 27, said.
She said her tattoo — a dragon on
her lower back — was done after a
period of hesitation. “My family did
not like it,” Salma noted, referring
to a general anti-tattoo sentiment
among Jordan’s largely conserva-

tive Muslim society. Many Muslims
point to a ban in Islam against tattooing because it alters body features created by God.
Tattoos, however, have a long history in Jordan. Bedouin tribal women had facial areas tattooed — on the
cheeks or around the mouth — to titivate themselves for their husbands
in the absence of make-up. The procedure was primitive with no specific designs, just various size green
dots. A popular beautifying method
that lasted in the Arab world is henna, a paste made from a flowering
plant. It is bought in cone-shaped
tubes and is made into designs, especially on the palms of women’s
hands. Henna, however, fades from
the skin over time. Henna bridal
nights in the Arab world are popular
events, just like bridal showers in
the West.

In the 1980s and 1990s, tattooing
became popular among a certain
segment of Jordanian men, especially the low-income, as a sign of
chivalry and to show strangers that
the tattooed is suave, popular, liked
and trusted by the community.
However, the group was infiltrated by outlaws, attracting police
attention. Subsequently, tattooed
men have often become the first
rounded up by police during any
street violence.
There are several tattoo artists
in Jordan but the most prominent
is Hazim Naouri, 30, nicknamed
“Huzz”. He is a professional tattoo
and piercing artist who found fame
in the Middle East among tattoo enthusiasts for his creativity and passion. Naouri told The Arab Weekly
that his passion for tattooing started
in childhood.

A Jordanian man gets a tattoo done on his forearm by famed Jordanian tattoo artist Hazim Naouri,
30, nicknamed Huzz.

“It was the result of watching a
TV show called Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues,” he said. “Back then,
tattooing was not that popular in
Jordan but today it has become a
sign of fashion and a way to express
one’s inner self.”
Naouri said he had his first tattoo
— a dragon in the middle of his back
— done by a travelling Lebanese artist.
“I decided to create something
out of nothing. A little shop located
at my parent’s garage, a car dynamo, spoon, sewing needle and a pen
for a tattoo machine and supporting
friends were the things I needed to
start a small business or at least the
plan for the first tattoo shop in Jordan,” he recalled.
“And it worked.”
In 2007, Naouri said he opened
his first shop and bought equipment
from the United States. Today, he
also has a shop in Dubai and plans
others elsewhere in the Arab world.
The overall view of tattooing or
inking has changed significantly in
the Middle East, he said.
“People are now more aware of
what tattooing is all about,” he said.
“I have clients from both sexes who
are in their 20s and 30s. Some have
their own drawings that reflect an
event in their lives. Arabic calligraphy plays a big part in their lives
as Muslims. That is why we had to
master almost everything from letters to images to 3D.”
As the practice of tattooing increases as more people brave the
needle to express themselves, many
say it is religiously unacceptable.
“Just because the West believes
that it is a normal practice of injecting your skin with ink, it does not
mean we, as Arabs, should follow,”
said Amman bank clerk Lutfi Dmor,
33. Dmor pointed to a saying quoting the Prophet Mohammad, which
clearly depicts a tattoo as a taboo:
“’The Prophet cursed the one who
does tattoos and the one who has a

tattoo done.” “This is enough for me
not to have a tattoo,” Dmor said.
Some critics blame the rise in tattoo popularity on the lack of awareness by certain societies, parents’
ignorance and the influence of famous people. For instance, celebrities such as Angelina Jolie, Selena
Gomez and Rihanna have tattoos in
Arabic.
Regrets can be part of living with
a tattoo.
Khalil Awadat, 45, said he was
sorry about having a tattoo after he
found it “not suitable for his age”.

The overall view of
tattooing or inking
has changed
significantly in the
Middle East
“I did it when I was a young man
and it was very cool to have a tattoo
as a sign of manhood but now that
I have kids I don’t feel comfortable
with it and it gives a bad image to
my children,” said Awadat, whose
tattoo is a dagger on his right forearm.
Eyebrow tattoos cost $100-$300
in Jordan, while a full body tattoo,
depending on the image, size, design and colours, can be much more
expensive. Sumayah, owner of an
Amman women’s beauty centre,
said the most popular tattoos were
to the eyebrow. As for the other tattoos, some drawings are more popular with girls than boys.
“I believe that girls always go with
butterflies and dragons while men
prefer tribal drawings and words,
which are a set of drawings that involve lines and symbols,” Sumayah
said.
“I even know a guy who has the
image of his dog on his arm.”
Roufan Nahhas, based in Jordan,
has been covering cultural issues
for more than two decades.
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Chibli Mallat: ‘Keeping the flame alive’
Gareth Smyth

London

W

ith Islamic
State (ISIS)
unleashing
horror in
Syria and
Iraq, and Iran
and Saudi
Arabia announcing higher military
spending, it may be a strange time
to launch a book* on non-violence
in the Middle East. Lebanese
professor and lawyer Chibli
Mallat, however, has long defied
stereotypes and confounded
expectations.
An enthusiast for what he calls
the “Middle East revolution”
rather than the “Arab spring”,
Mallat is a Lebanese Christian
recognised as an authority on
Shiism. He is an intellectual fluent
in five languages and published
by both Cambridge and Oxford
university presses, yet he has
happily rubbed shoulders with
practitioners as diverse as Mahdi
al-Hakim, the Iraqi Shia opposition
leader assassinated in Khartoum in
1988, arch-neoconservative Paul
Wolfowitz and Walid Jumblatt,
Lebanon’s Druze leader.
A philosophy of non-violence
now cements his work, Mallat
told The Arab Weekly, bonding
constitutionalism, human rights,
democracy, justice and the rule
of law. The inter-relationship is
complex: Mallat is no absolutist,
does not call himself a pacifist
and insists there is no hyphen in
“nonviolence”.
His new book rejects a reading
of history where great revolutions
are “naturally” violent. “I’m
proposing a new universal model
that establishes a phenomenon of

massive popular change through
ways that are strictly nonviolent,” he said. “It’s particularly
surprising that this has played out
in the Middle East, since violence
is associated with the region
and people were not expected
to take to the streets. But it’s not
surprising in the sense that people
turned to non-violence because
they were fed up with violence
ruling their daily lives.”
The book’s examination
of revolution leads to
constitutionalism. Mallat argues
that ending dictatorship in the
Middle East requires both the
inspiration of 18th-century
European thought and embracing
the region’s “more subtle
understanding of religion and the
values religion carries”. For Mallat,
counterposing “secularism” and
“political Islam” is futile.
“You don’t need to jettison the
whole religious dimension even
in the writing of constitutions,”
he said. “In the book, I give the
example of verses in the Quran
that are perfect as constitutional
articles.” He cites La ikraha fi’d-din
(“No compulsion in religion”).
Mallat has never chosen easy
battles. His book deals extensively
with Iraq, where his
involvement
stretches
from the 1991
establishment
of Indict, a
campaign to
charge Saddam
Hussein with
war crimes,
to his work in
Baghdad in 200910 revising the
constitution.
“No doubt a
constitution is
best discussed
and established

Mallat is no
absolutist, does
not call himself
a pacifist and
insists there is
no hyphen in
“nonviolence”

(Photo: The Crimson)

when change is non-violent,” he
said. “But the fact a revolution is
non-violent doesn’t necessarily
mean the constitutional process is
smooth. We’ve seen that in Egypt.
My argument is that the peak of
the revolution should continue
in terms of representation — with
some sort of coalition government
that stays for a long time after the
regime has gone.”
So does today’s bloodletting in
Iraq, especially by ISIS, also known
by its Arabic acronym Daesh,
result from Baghdad’s failure to
engage the Sunni Arabs?
“No doubt this is true but also
the Sunni community did not want
to embrace the new order. It’s
more subtle than the Shia coming
with big boots seeking revenge.”
Mallat argues things could have
been done differently. “The
latest failure has to do with
the Maliki government
[Nuri al-Maliki, prime
minister 2006-14]. He
came in on a nonsectarian platform,
defeating the Sadrist
movement, which
controlled places like Basra
with a terrible, brutal rule.
But in insisting he
should continue
in power in
2010, Maliki
overstayed
his welcome
and started
the drive
towards
a severe
sectarianism.”
Mallat
experienced
this first-hand in
2009, supervising
the revision of
the constitution.
“Maliki was
interested only

in a change that would allow a
presidential system. When he
saw this was not coming through,
he undermined the work of the
constitutional committee.” This
scuppered what Mallat envisaged
as a renewed social contract
between people and government,
paving the way for ISIS.
“There were a number of
mistakes that had they been
avoided Iraq could have been
different and less violent,” said
Mallat. He recalls arguing that
the 2003 US invasion, which he
opposed, should be based on
human rights rather than weapons
of mass destruction, and his
opposition to “the legal regime of
[US] occupation” as “idiotic”.
True, Iraq was infertile ground.
“Could a country ruled by 40
years’ dictatorship come out
smoothly with everyone singing
and hugging each other?” Mallat
asked. “The social fabric is torn
under dictatorship in stunning
ways. Nazi rule lasted only 12
years, Saddam or Qaddafi three
times that.”
This is no excuse. “The present
government of Iraq is capable
of better,” he said. “It has the
support of 60 states, which is
unprecedented, and includes Iran
and the US but it’s been unable to
free Mosul and other areas from
Daesh.” But even Iraq does not
deter Mallat. “Discovering nonviolence as a coherent philosophy,
buttressed by millions of people
doing just this in 2011, gives me
great comfort. We can keep the
flame alive. I have no doubt that
most people in the Middle East
think generally along my lines:
non-violence is the natural state
of life.”
*Philosophy of Nonviolence:
Revolution, Constitutionalism and
Justice beyond the Middle East,
Oxford University Press, 2015.

Egyptian campaign confiscates ‘radical’ mosque books
Yasser Ahmed

Cairo

E

gypt’s Ministry of Religious Endowments has
started removing what it
describes are “extremist
books” from libraries in
mosques across the country. The
ministry, which controls the nation’s more than 100,000 mosques,
said the campaign targets books
written by specific scholars known
to promote radical thinking.
“The aim is to prevent these
books from falling in the hands
of youths who can easily be influenced by this thinking,” Mohamed
Ezz al-Deen, deputy religious endowments minister, said.
“Some writers are known to promote extremism religious thinking,
one that contradicts with the moderate version of Islam we are keen
to encourage in this country,” he
added.
Ministry inspectors have confiscated thousands of books, compact
discs and tapes on unannounced
visits to mosques across Egypt, saying they contain radical materials
written or recorded by extremist
scholars and sheikhs.
On June 24th, Religious Endowments Ministry inspectors confiscated 2,000 books containing fundamentalist and extremist thought
from a mosque at the centre of Cairo. A few days earlier, the inspectors confiscated as many as 1,000
tapes of preachers, described by the
ministry as “radical”, including the
Muslim Brotherhood-backing Wagdi Ghoneim and Mohamed Hussein
Yacoub.

The new campaign comes as
Egypt has seen an upsurge in violence mixed with religious ideology
championed by the Muslim Brotherhood or radical Salafists in the Sinai peninsula.
The campaign is one of a broad
series of measures taken by the
Religious Endowments Ministry in
its crackdown on religious extremism across Egypt. In June, Religious
Endowments Minister Mokhtar
Gomaa vowed to clamp down on
radicals seeking to make the nation’s mosques springboards for extremist activities.
Ministry officials seem to be taking the pledge seriously. They have
taken steps to tighten their control
on mosques, especially in the coun-

tryside and small districts where
there has often been a total absence
of ministry inspectors.
The ministry is taking charge
of sermons delivered by mosque
preachers, especially prior to weekly Friday prayers, deciding the topics of the sermons and selecting the
preachers to deliver them. It also
acted to prevent observant citizens
from staying in mosques for long
periods without prior notice or permission.
The ministry recently said it
would contract a company to secure, clean and maintain Egypt’s
mosques. Currently, mosques are
cleaned, secured and maintained
either by volunteers or people commissioned and paid by the ministry.

A bookshop that sells Islamic and reference books near the
al-Azhar mosque in Cairo.

These measures have drawn criticism from Islamist thinkers and
groups as well as some among the
general public.
“Now it is time Egypt’s mosques
were privatised,” Nader Fergany,
a political science professor, said.
“Sometime later, Muslims will pay
to be allowed to enter the mosques,”
he wrote on Facebook.
Others say in its bid to take books
off mosque shelves, the government is trying to silence dissenting
scholars and religious leaders, singling out scholars who support the
Muslim Brotherhood.
In this, these people have a strong
argument. Ghoneim, for example,
has been outspoken in his criticism
of Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi. But the same preacher,
who now lives outside Egypt, has
appeared in videos in which he defends the Islamic State (ISIS). Yacoub has been a diehard supporter
of Egypt’s Islamists.
Nevertheless, when it comes to
radical Islam, Egypt is a pioneer,
some people say. This country of
89 million people — the vast majority of them Sunni Muslims — has
given rise to Islamist movements
that shaped the ideology of violent
organisations, including al-Qaeda.
A large number of Egypt’s Islamists were members of al-Qaeda and
the current head of the organisation, Ayman al-Zawahri, is Egyptian
and he has relatives in Egypt.
Egypt is the birthplace of the
Muslim Brotherhood, a movement
that emerged in 1928 as an educational organisation but turned to
politics and is described by some
people as the “mother” of all radical organisations.
Despite this, some people say the

government’s attempt to neutralise mosques and win them from
extremists will be a challenge, especially when one thinks of thousands of mosques in remote or marginalised areas not easily reached
by religious inspectors. Thousands
of small mosques, including some
the Religious Endowments Ministry does not know exist, are in the
countryside.
Kamal Habib, a leading Islamist thinker, says some mosques are
controlled by Islamist movements
such as the Muslim Brotherhood,
Jamaat Islamiya and the Salafist
Call.

Inspectors have
confiscated
thousands of books,
compact discs and
tapes
“These are mosques where activists from these religious trends fill
people who frequent them with
their own thinking,” Habib said.
“These mosques are even more
dangerous than extremist books.”
He particularly referred to southern Egyptian provinces, where Islamist movements such as Jamaat
Islamiya, the movement whose
members assassinated Egyptian
president Anwar Sadat in 1981,
have a strong following.
However, Ezz al-Deen says all
mosques are controlled by his ministry and that ministry officials
will act seriously to crack down on
books of extremist nature.
“Mosques are houses of God,”
Ezz al-Deen said. “They are no
place for extremists, divisions or
incitement.”
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Does anyone read translated Arabic literature?
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

t the annual Shubbak
Literature Festival in
London, a panel of distinguished Arabic language writers and translators disagreed on the popularity
of Arabic literature in the English
language.
The session, which was led by
British-Syrian writer Robin YassinKassab at the British Library, aimed
to explain the significant growth in
the availability of works by Arab authors in the English language in recent years, as well as the rise in the
number of Arab authors winning
mainstream literary prizes.
The panel, which included
award-winning Iraqi poet and novelist Sinan Antoon; British Palestinian novelist and playwright Selma
Dabbagh; Marcia Lynx Qualey,
founder of the Arabic Literature in
English website; and author, scholar and translator Daniel Newman,
gave its assessment of this phenomenon, which ranged from the
optimistic to the cynical.
Antoon dismissed the notion that Arabic literature
is gaining prominence
in the English language.
“A lot of what gets translated falls under what I call
‘forensic interests’ and it’s
not as literature; it’s anthropology, ethnography or getting
into the Arab mind and that is not
very good. So I don’t think there is

a rise.” he told the packed auditorium.
Antoon said that in the 1980s,
thanks to the critiques of Orientalism, there was a shift away from
so-called Islamic to actual Arabic literature and, with the works
of Edward Said and others, there
was then an interest in translating
contemporary Arabic literature.

“With the events of 9/11 in 2001, it
brought back and re-enshrined the
whole discourse about the clash of
civilisations and then we have a return to all things Islamic,” he said.
Another issue Antoon highlighted was the involvement of Gulf
funding in the Arabic literary world,
which he described as “quite sinister”, while labelling it the “Gulfinisation of Arab culture”.
“Something like Bloomsbury Qatar [Foundation
Publishing], which takes
the Bloomsbury name then
publishes not necessarily the
best literature that comes out
in Arabic but certain books.
They also commission certain
books and then censor them
and they don’t get published,” Antoon said.
Antoon criticised the
International Prize for
Arabic Fiction — the
co-called Arabic Booker — which is funded by
the Abu Dhabi Tourism
and Culture Authority, saying it “gives money to translate
certain books that are on its own
short list, which are not necessarily
the best books that come out,” he
said. “The disparity between what
people think is Arabic literature in
English and actual Arabic literature
is huge.”
Giving a more optimistic assessment, Qualey said the numbers
tell a different story. “In terms of
the number of books there has certainly been a rise, according to the
latest Literature Across Frontiers
report, Arabic was the highest mi-

nority language followed by Japanese, so there are more books being brought out numbers-wise,”
she said.
Qualey highlighted the merits
of Arabic literature in English, describing it as almost a metaphysical experience. “Arabic novels
come from a different tradition, so
you are bringing a different thing
into English, you are feeding it
1,500 years of different forms of literary expression,” she said.
She went on to say that answering the question of “Why should
someone read Arabic literature in
English?” could be answered by answering the question “Why do we
read?”
“Reading is freedom and reading
outside of my tradition, from a different way of constructing literature is tremendously freeing and
Arabic literature has 1,500 years of
different word usage,” Qualey said.
“So it’s a moment where I can be
outside of myself. It’s incredible.”

Arabic literature in
English went
through a resurgence
starting in 1988
Arabic literature appearing in
English is by no means a new
phenomenon, with translations
dating to Ameen Rihani’s The Book
of Khalid, published in 1911, and
Gibran Kahlil Gibran’s groundbreaking The Prophet, published in
1923.
Arabic literature in English went
through a resurgence starting in

1988, after Egyptian novelist Naguib Mahfouz won the Nobel Prize
for Literature. As a result, more
Arabic works were translated into
English. The introduction of the International Prize for Arabic Fiction
in 2007 also gave modern Arabic literature a boost in popularity.
Yassin-Kassab, the moderator for
the July 25th event, emphasised
how prevalent Arabic literature in
English is today compared to the
past.
“When I was a student, just about
the only stuff in terms of literature
that was translated and available in
bookshops was Naguib Mahfouz,
the Nobel prize winner, and Nawal el-Saadawi,” he said, “but now
when you look on Amazon, there
suddenly seems to be a lot more
stuff.”

Street poetry returns to Tunis
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

A

young man stood at the
centre of the crowd near
the historical Dar Lasram palace in the Tunis
medina. People sat on
the palace steps and others stood
watching the young man, budding
poet Hamdi Majdoub, as he asked
his audience to repeat after him the
opening sentence of his text. With
those words, street poetry had returned.
Street poetry comes back at a delicate time for Tunisians as earlier
on the day of Majdoub’s reading,
Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi announced a state of emergency
for the country, a week after the terrorist attack in Sousse.
However, exactly at 10pm, the
palace was crowded with poetry
fans as well as Tunisians out for a
stroll. The place, despite fear and
tension, was buzzing with life and
energy.
Starting in 2012, street poetry —
“the words of the street” — began
as an initiative of three young Tunisians.

The organisers
envisioned street
poetry as a
promotion of the
Tunisian dialect in
prose and poetry

“The idea of street poetry started
back in July 25, 2012. I was joined
by Majd Mastoura and Hamdi Majdoub,” said Amine Gharbi, one of
the street poetry organisers. “The
three of us constituted a founding
cell.
“We would love to have more
people join so the idea of the project does not depend on people
only and should continue if the
three of us are not available.”
That is what led to the hiatus as
the three founders were involved in
other projects and the need to get
other people involved.

“A lot of people asked why the
event stopped,” Majdoub said.
“Perhaps there was the feeling that
this experience needed to evolve
beyond just being a spontaneous
gathering of people. We felt we
needed to evolve ourselves which
also explains how each one of us
got involved in different projects to
have a new breath.”
But the central reasons for the
event never faded and so in July,
new gatherings came about.
“The main objective of street poetry is to promote writing in Tunisian dialect and to use the public
space as a space for cultural activities,” he said. “We chose to work in
the street for many reasons. First,
the choice is symbolic as the streets
and public spaces in Tunisia used
to be ruled and dominated by the
police. We did not have the right to
use the public space before.
“We also wanted to take a different direction of approaching cultural scene in Tunisia, which is to
go to the streets, attract passers-by
instead of staying in a theatre or a
cultural centre and wait for people
to come. In our project, the spectator can also be a participant with
his texts and observations. The
meetings are highly interactive.”
The organisers envisioned street
poetry as a promotion of the Tunisian dialect in prose and poetry.
The Tunisian dialect has gained
popularity among young Tunisians,
who wanted to explore the beauty
of the language.
“We still encourage using the
dialect because it wasn’t given its
rightful position. You can feel that
the spirit of the Tunisian dialect
still needs to be encouraged and
promoted,” Majdoub said.
“It is true today that we see the
Tunisian dialect accepted in the
media… but the dialect of the youth
is still marginalised. It is constantly
evolving and it is important to keep
this evolution going. That can only
be possible if we provide space for
this dialect to be exposed.”
As more people stepped to the
centre to read their texts, passersby stopped to listen. Most seemed
to interact and enjoy the themes

Safa Borji reading her text.
that the texts covered.
One 60-year-old woman appeared to greatly enjoy the show.
“I am following their stories since
they started tonight and I really appreciate that they use the Tunisian
dialect. You can‘t tell many things
unless you express them in the
dialect you identify with,” Khadija
said.
“This reminds me of a ritual we
used to have. There used to be a
storyteller who would come to the
medina and gather people around
him to tell them stories about the
people who live here, about the
streets and about the alley. These
young people are doing something
similar, which I really enjoyed.”
Despite the success of the event,
the organisers expressed apprehension concerning the future of street
art in Tunisia.
“The future seems difficult for
movements that work in the street.
First, these movements require in-

dependent management, which
is financially difficult. Second,
the current context of the country
makes it hard for people to gather in
a public place for a cultural activity
especially with the recent terrorist
threats. The government would not
authorise meetings in similar circumstances,” Gharbi stated.

The idea of street
poetry started back
in July 25, 2012
He added: “We have encountered
harassment by the police in the beginning but we tried to communicate and explain to them the spirit
of our activities. It is understandable to receive such a reaction for
our police are not used to having a
crowd at a public cultural event. In
the mentality of police, any gathering of people is that of opposition
and an attempt to overthrow the

government. It is a reaction deeply rooted in their minds but they
became more understanding and
even secured some of our previous
meetings.”
Street poetry continues to animate Tunis and other parts of Tunisia. Perhaps its success stems from
its appeal to different categories
and its inclusion of all different
types of writings on the one condition it is expressed in Tunisian
Arabic.
“I have only started writing a
couple of years ago in Tunisian
dialect and I feel more comfortable expressing myself that way.
It is original and unique and the
Tunisian dialect will be revived
and preserved,” Yasmine Allouch,
a 17-year-old student and participant, stated.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly based in Tunis.
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Agenda
Saudi Arabia, Jeddah:
Through August 17th
Jeddah Summer Festival or, as it
is globally known, Jeddah Ghair
includes fireworks displays,
gold and jewellery shows
associated with raffle draws,
concerts by famous Saudi
performers, in addition to folk
art shows, traditional cuisine,
exhibitions and literary and
scientific evenings.

Carthage, Tunisia:
Through August 18th
The International Festival of
Carthage is one of the most important arts and cultural events
in North Africa, drawing a mix
of local and international performers to Tunisia over a period
of several weeks. It takes place
at the Roman open air amphitheatre of Carthage. In its 51st
edition, the festival in 2015 host
artists of international repute
such as Lauryn Hill, Akon, Amal
Maher and Omar Faruk.

Summertime…
And the living
is easy… Even
in Lebanon…
Samar Kadi

Beirut

A

sluggish
economy
combined with a
dysfunctional government, a massive
Syrian refugee crisis,
volatile security and poor infrastructure, including power outages,
water shortages and a recent garbage crisis, did not slow Lebanon’s
myriad summer festivities, be they
in the mountain villages or on the
Mediterranean coast.
Against all odds, the country is
attracting world-renowned artists,
including pop singers Johnny Hallyday and Enrique Iglesias, French
idols Charles Aznavour and
Mireille Mathieu
as well as singer
Gloria Gaynor,
to its festivals.
In addition
to the famous
international
festivals,
such as
Baalbeck,

International pop star
Gloria Gaynor at
Ehdeniyat Festival.

which is set in the ruins of the Roman metropolis in east Lebanon,
or Beiteddine, held in a magnificent
200-year-old palace in the Chouf
mountains, or Byblos, located by
the port of the ancient Phoenician
city, villages and towns across the
country are also organising events.
In the picturesque village of Ehden in north Lebanon, what started
in 2004 as a local summer event
encouraging traditional handicrafts
and heritage and featuring local
artists, has metamorphosed into
an international festival, Ehdeniyat, bringing in performers from
around the world.
“Ehden is already a famous summer resort and touristic centre but
the festival, which became international in 2011, has made it even
a more attractive summer destination to both residents and visitors,”
said Lina Lahoud, from Ehdeniyat’s
organising committee. With several
hotels opening in the past five years
to cater to growing numbers of visitors, Ehdeniyat helped boost the
region’s economy, Lahoud added.
South of Ehden, another summer resort, Dhour El Choueir, is
also putting on its
own festival. Nestled in Mount Lebanon’s Upper Metn
pine land, Dhour El
Choueir becomes an
open art and music
platform during the
festival period stretching more than a month
in July and August.
The village, which is
almost deserted during
winter, is the place to be
in summer, according
to municipality officials
and festival organisers. Special
events are planned for the large
numbers of expatriates who
flock to Dhour El Choueir
in summertime to immerse in traditional
cuisine, music and patriotic songs of Lebanese diva Fairuz
interpreted by
local artists,
a municipality of-

Batroun, Lebanon:
Through August 29th
ficial said. “It is the time when the
village comes alive after winter torpor,” the official, who preferred not
to be named, added.
Coastal cities have their share
of festivals as beaches come alive
with swimmers, sunbathers and
water sports lovers.

The coastline is
animated with
competitions,
shows and water
activities
Lebanon Water Festival, an annual event celebrating activities such
as diving, water skiing, swimming,
sailing, windsurfing and boating,
was initiated to promote and revive
the Lebanese coastline as a tourist
and sports site. Established in 2012
by former world champion water
skier Simon Khoury and his daughter Annette, the festival “aims at
recreating activities around the
coastline from north to south and
restructure water sports”, Annette
Khoury said.
From July to September, the
coastline is animated with competitions, shows and water activities.
Locations are selected according to
their suitability for different water
sports.
“In Tripoli, it is kite boarding
because all year round you have
great winds, while Enfeh is the
ideal place for apnoea (free diving)
and Batroun is the place to be for
wind surfing,” Annette Khoury explained. “Jet ski competitions are
held in different spots, including
the Bay of Jounieh, Sidon and Tyre,
whereas the underwater photography contest takes place in the shallow waters of Tyre coast.”
With more than 300 participants,
the festival is drawing contestants
from overseas, including international athletes. “It has been growing every year, with more and more
people coming for one event or another depending on their passion,”
she said.
When summer is back, people
are back, days grow longer, nights
grow louder and forests regain

their vibrancy, including Lebanon’s millennium cedar forest in the
village of Bsharri, where an
international festival dating to
1964 was relaunched August 1st,
after being interrupted for almost
half a century.
“The revival of this festival,
which played a significant role in
displaying Lebanon’s civilised, cultural and artistic image in the past,
is aimed at revitalising the area as
a tourist destination,” said Joseph
Geagea, head of the Tourism Council of Bsharri, at a recent news conference.
In addition to the mythical Arz
el Rab (“The Godly Cedars”) forest,
the Bsharri area in north Lebanon,
hosts a number of cultural, religious and natural tourist destinations, including the sacred Qadisha
valley and the home of famous poet
Gibran Khalil Gibran.
Although it is overshadowed by
mountain sanctuaries and beach
resorts, Beirut also strives to attract partygoers and music lovers
through its summer festivals — Beirut & Beyond and Beirut Holidays.
Held in the heart of Beirut Souks,
Beirut & Beyond and Beirut Holidays seek to promote young music
talents from the Arab world and
beyond and celebrate diverse musical genres, including folk, jazz and
acoustic. Showcasing local artists
and international performers, the
festivals aim to mix various genres
and styles, as well as promote the
capital as a destination for entertainment, arts and culture.

War is a million
miles away when
the Lebanese
begin to party
Dance lovers are well-served
with the third Lebanon International Dance Festival. It is the biggest
dance festival in the Middle East
and takes place in late August in the
ancient city of Byblos. Over three
days, couples from Lebanon and
abroad, compete for titles in Latin
dance contests and enjoy pool parties with international disc jockeys
on the deck.
War is a million miles away when
the Lebanese begin to party. The
economy, sectarian enmity and
the spillover from Syria often make
news headlines but the country has
proved supremely resilient.
“Despite everything that is happening around us, the people in
Lebanon love life and like to enjoy
themselves… And there is no better
[way] than music for joy especially
in summertime,” Lahoud said.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly's
Travel and Society sections editor.

Batroun International Festival
includes artistic and cultural activities and concerts and shows
by local and international performers. Charles Aznavour and
other well-known artists are
scheduled to perform this year.

Amman, Jordan:
Through September 18th
Souk Jara offers street exhibitions featuring food, books,
clothes, handicrafts, antiques
and paintings. The souk takes
place along Rainbow Street,
in Jabal Amman. Every Friday
people attend musical events,
public jam sessions, talent
shows, magic acts and other
stage performances at Souk Jara
Theatre.

Marrakech, Morocco:
September 11th-13th
The Oasis Festival is a new festival celebrating electronic music.
The event takes place in the
Moroccan desert and will have
three days of performances, including shows by Axel Boman,
Danny Daze and Martin Roth.

Dubai:
September 14th-20th
The eighth Dubai International
Dance Festival is a multi-arts
event featuring dance companies, classical dance academies,
youth orchestras, bands and
music ensembles from around
the region and the world.

Abu Simbel, Egypt:
October 22nd
The Sun Festival at Abu Simbel
sees people gather around the
Abu Simbel temple, built along
the Nile by Ramses II in 1250 BC,
to experience a unique sunrise.
The temple is angled in such a
way that only twice a year — in
February and October — on the
birth anniversary and coronation of Ramses II, sunlight
shines through, illuminating
statues on the building’s back
wall. After meditating and admiring the statues, people celebrate by enjoying food, dance
and singing shows arranged by
residents of the area.
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